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Nursing Venture Viewed as Initial Coed Step
Falrlleld wlU take the ftnt
•tep In ita lon,g-awalted move
towai'U coeducaUoo wbea 1t IDltlate• a nursing program aad
brinp glrla Into the an. aDd
Kleace dlvtaloa, "ao later thaD
1910" It was amaounced by the
Very Rev. William C. Mcln.De..
S.l., Prea.ldeat.
SO Stucmab

The establishment of the
nursing school will be conducted in cooperation w i t h
Stamford Hospital, Greenwich
Hospital and St. Joseph's Hospital, with a beginning class estimated at 30 students.

At flnt. Falrfleld co-eu wlU
Uve In otr-campua housing or
commute, but there 18 a good
poeslblllty that the next donnltory to be conatructed wlU be
bunt for female-.
AdvaDtage•

Fr. Mcinnes felt that the advantages of coeducation were
three-fold: academic, social and
financial. "Academically, we will
have a greater variety of stu-

dents in addition to the viewpoints and talents of women:
socially, we will see girls as a
part of our life in the twentieth
century; and financially, we will
be able· to keep up with our
enrollment despite state college
competition," the Jesuit President noted.
"We think lt deUrable to
have glrla olD the Art ud Sclea~ as well u
In nurslJac,"
Fr. Mclnaes coaUaued.
Ad Hoc Committee

The nursing proposal was accepted following the recommendation of an ad hoc faculty
committee, which has been
working with Dr. John A Barone, vice-president for Planning.
This favorable motion was
based on meetings with numerous c oil e g e administrators,
members of professional and
accrediting associations, hospital administrators and members
of the medical profession.
Consideration of the question
of co-education began in the

University community two years
ago. Following a consensus recommendation by faculty and
students, the University's Board
of Trustees issued a statement
in May, 1967 endorsing the principle of joint education of men
and women and recommendi·n g
that the administration seek a
coordinate women's college to
join with Fairfield.
No ApMmeDt

During the past year members of the administration have
visited numerous women's colleges to investigate all possible
alternatives to the co-education
question. Over 50 meetings
were held during this time with
four · colleges receiving activ~
consideration; however, these
efforts proved to be unsuccessful when feasible agreements
could not be reached.
The degree nursing program
was undertaken due to a rising
need for qualified nurses who
combine the advantages of professional training with a col-

lege education with emphasis
on the arts and sciences.

class of nurses. The probll';n
today is serious; tomorrow it
Nun~ Needs
will be overbearin~."
This ever increasing need for
"We have designed our probdegree nurses has been intensi- lem to alleviate this deficiency
fied by the continual sophistica- for college trained nursing pertion of medicine, by the multi- sonnel who are capable of dealplication of social and communi- ing with the increasingly comty problems associated with plex problems of medical care,
better J¥dical care for all community relations, and hospicitizens, by the expansion of tal administration," explained
research programs, by the the vice-president.
demands for competent personThis cooperative venture will
nel prepared to assume super- provide a program of substanvisory roles in hospital adminis- tial academic value as well as
tration, and by the existing void sound medical and pragmatic
of qualified faculty members preparation.
for nursing programs.
Arrangements with regard to
Dr. Barone pointed out that curriculum, clinical programS
at present there are only three and general degree requirebaccalaureate nursing programs ments will be worked out by
in the state and they are not the appropriate faeulty comable to till the future need for mittees and depax:tments of the
college trained nurses.
University and representatives
He went on to say that "at of the cooperating hospitals.
this time one major hospital in The administrators of these
the state can promise to employ hospitals will also assist in the
every degree graduate in next recruiting and placement of
year's aggregate commencement students.
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Julian Bond, PPM Appear
In Double-Bill Thursday
By PATRICK K. LONG

Manac1D&' Editor
TID Thursday Dlpt Falrlelci
UDivenlty wm be prlvllered to
prMent Peter, Paul aDd Mary
aDd .JuUUl Bond In the CYJil·
DUlum at 7:00 p.m. ud 9:80
p.m. respectively. At the end
of the .Jull&n Bond lecture
whleh Ia free of c:harce, the
(YIIlii&Slum will be cleared aDd
thea tlcketholden for the Peter,
Paul ud Mary concert w11l be
admitted.
Julian Bond, the youn~ Negro

legislator from Georgia who
gained national prominence
during the Democratic Convention last August, will speak on
"Civil Rights, Politics and the
Future of Our Country" at 7 :00
p.m. in the gymnasium.
Vlce·Pr&Udeatlal Nominee

Although only 28 years old,
Mr. Bond is seen by many as
a symbol of the three main currents of change in the country
- the civil rights, peace and
youth movements. His name
was put into nomination as

Vice-President at the convention but he was forced to withdraw after a few states had
voted because he fell seven
years short of the legal age for
that office.
Nevertheleas, the freshmUl
legislator from Georgia Is now
marked u ~meone to watch
In the polltical «ene In the
com1Dg yean. Some _.,., h1m aa
the prototype of a new breed
of poUticlaas - young, artlcul·
ate, weU·educated ud deter·
mined Negro pollticl&Ds who
must be Included Ill any future
poUtlcal calculations.
AppearaDce

He constantly surprises people
by his clean-cut, well-dressed
appearance, in fact he was offered a modeling job four years
ago for Royal Crown Cola.
Conservative congressmen expecting to find the bearded, illclothed stereotype of the new
left are surprised to find Mr.
Bond dressed in his conservative Ivy League clothing.
The blot of racial discrimination first hit Mr. Bond, whero.
as a senior at the George
School, a Quaker prep school
in Pennsylvania, the headmaster
ordered him not to wear his
school jacket when he went on
dates with his white girlfriend.
Refused Seat
The younr mWtant legWator
wu lrst thrust lllto national
prominence In 1966 when the
Georgia lerftllature refu.sed to
.eat him unUl a federal court
ordered It to do 110.

.JuiJall BoDd

Although the legislature had
seated other Negroes elected,
Mr. Bond had angered the conservative block by publicly opposing the American involvement in Vietnam and by his
association with the Student
Nonviolent Coordinating Committee, a favorite target of
white Southern politicians.
SNCC Leader

One of the earliest leaders of
the Student Nonviolent Coordinatil)g Committee, he saw the
sit-ins begin and end.
Speaking on violence, Mr.
Bond noted: "I'm ldeolortcally
against vloleace. aDd I think
geaerally violence by the black
community tenet. to be counter
productive. But It bas WOil ~me
thlnp, I th1Dk no one cu
deny."
Reporter

Since he dropped out of Morehouse College in Atlanta near
the end of his senior year to
work for the Atlanta Enquirer,
writing has been his main
source ot liveUhood. At SNCC

he served mainly as an information man and he once wrote
regularly for tlie weekly newspaper version of Rampart&.
Callecl a ''mWt&Dt lulde the
system," .JuliUl Boad a6w Ina
hlmaelf projected by the COD•
venUon Into a national leader·
llhlp role. MaDy people _.,., Bond
aa one of the trur• upon
whom the Democratic Party
w111 be rebuilt.
PETER, PAUL, AND MARY

Peter, Paul and Mary, one
of the world's foremost folk
groups, will appear at 9:30
p.m. in a Student Government
sponsored concert.
Recorcl Breaken

Since beginning their rise to
stardom at the Bitter End Cafe
in Greenwich Village in 1961,
the group has toured all over
e:urope and in Austrailia, New
Zealand, Hong Kong and Japan,
besides their record-breaking
concerts throughout the United
States.
In addition, they participated
(CoaUDuecl

OD

Pap 10)
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'Who's Who' List Announced, Students Support
Twenty-one Students Named Consumer Boycott
By PETER IIEABN
$3,000.00) Their life expectancy
Since the belinning of this is 49 years. Death and disease
Managba&' Editor
week, the students of Fairfield rates are far bieber than the
Fairfield has announced the name s of 21 seniors who have been named to University have been picketing national dverage:
this year's Who'• Who Amona Studenb in American Universities and Collecea, a at local food stores. This action
% bJcher thaD Datloaal rate
national listing of America's most outstanding university and college students.
is being carried out to support Infant mortality
125%
The annual directory of disthe consumer boycott of the Maternal mortality
125%
tinguished students bas been that these students are l'epre.
Only Seniors
United Farmworkers Organizing Influenza and pneumonia 200%
When asked why only seniors Committee's {AFL-CIO). which
published since 1934 and car- sentatlve of the type of student
TB and other infectious
ries only the names of students that we at Fab1leld UD.lvenlty were named this year, Mr. Grif- is trying to lift the migrant
diseases
whose academic standing, serv,ftn replied, "Because of the
ice to the commuity, leadership strive to produce. Factors which early deadline we only had four farmworkers of California out of Accidents
poverty by providing them with
Sale• Beducttoa
in extracurricular activities and were lncluclecl In our coaaldera· semesters to e'v aluate a junior's
the option of unionization. The
It is hoped that the boycott
future potential are decidedly tlOD of each student waa h1a academic achievements, and we
picketing is aimed at coercing will cause a drastic reduction in
above average.
academic lf&Ddin&', h1a service did not feel that this was suffi- the large food chains to cease
sales and thus force the farm
to the school, h1a extra·Cur· cient. In addition we wanted to the sale cf California table
Z1 Studenta
owners to permltt elections
Falreelcl studenta JLUDecl Ia rlcular acUvltlea and our ex· make the awards to the win- grapes and to convince custom- which will determine whether
the llltJnc of eampua leaden pect&Uoaa Ia the future for ners as part of the class day ers, not only to refrain from the workers are represented by
him."
activities during Senior Week." purchasing such grapes, but to
from more than 1,000 of the
Chavez's union, another union,
uatioo'a lnatltutloaa of hlcher
refuse their business to these or no union at all.
~ are: Gerald Bloaln,
stores.
The UFWOC already has won
Paul B roek, Peter Burke,
BecoplUOD. Befuaed
nine contracts, mostly with wine
.Jamee Crispino, DomlDic 01111·
The movement began in Sep- grape growers. These victories
ID&DO, .JamM DeDDJa, Donald
tember 1965 when the Union, are due more to the success of
Fleldl, WWlam GT&Data. PbllUp
organized by a migrant worker consumer boycotts than to the
Rowe, Mleh&el .Jauoa. Thomas
named Caesar Chavez, struck pressure of the strike. Provis.Joeehk, William Lucaa, .Jame•
the grape growers of Delano ions of the nine contracts:
Magenhelmer, Patrick McCorCalifornia. This job action was raised wages; provided grievBy .JOSEPH GEBIO
mack, Frank Ol&b, Wllllam
precipitated by the growers re- ance procedures; and provosion
The
Knights
of
Columbus
recently
sponsored
a
O'Malley, Blcllard Otto, Ber·
meeting at whieh two members of the Students for a peated refusals to discuss recog- for overtime pay, job security,
D&rd Price, Laurence P rud'·
Democratic Society, Kevin Ke-lley and Bob Ellis, dis- nition of a farm worers union. rest periods, health insurance,
Homme, Thomaa Bola uul Ger·
cussed the goals of SDS at Fairfield. They also consid- The growers knew that they holidays and vacations with pay
aid Sabo.
were secure in their refusal, and other benefits. All conered the incidents at Chicago and Columbia.
since even though the union re- tracts include NO STRIKE
A committee composed of
Kevin Kelley sald there are
Mr. Robert K. Griffin, Dean of no specific goals, since SDS is new plans, and is not concerned presented a clear majority of clauses.
Student Services, Mr. Ronald not an ideological group, but a with social justice. Thus SDS the workers, it could not take
Due to the continued r esisBianchi, Assistant Dean of Stu- general protest against the sys- wants to convince the upper advantage of the election pro- tence ot large growers of table
dent Services, Rev. James H . tem. Action would be taken by middle class that, "It is to their cedures under the National grapes, the nation wide boyCoughlin, S.J., Academic Dean SDS if and when the need benefit to let others have mo- Labor Relations Act because cott has been focused solely
and Dr. Vincent M. Murphy, arises. One problem SDS is con- ney." Here is another fallure, this act specifically excludes agalnst them.
Assistant Academic Dean selec~ cerned with is the redistribu- seen through the fear of the agricultural workers from covAnyone interested in contribed the nominees for this honor. tion of wealth in America. No white backlash vote for Wal- erage.
uting time or funds to the boyLargely as a result of this ex- cott are urged to call 1-322-5549
plans have been made as to a lace.
Ear~ Deadllne
c 1 u s i o n, California migrant or to contact Peter Hearn, box
Usually a student is a mem- method of redistribution, but
Procreaa DI.D.ner
workers are among the most 672 or Grape Boycott c/o Box
ber of this selections committee, the welfare system would be
Bob EWa spoke of the recent poverty stricken groups in
D. For anyone interested in debut this year the deadline for rejected because of its "obvious acUon at the Propeu DI.D.ner.
America's working force. Aver- voting time to picket offending
nominees fell before the open- ineffectiveness."
The protest waa aot meant to age annual earnings for adult
stores, there will be cars leavOne fallure of the SDS, Mr.
ing of school, so it was imposIndict the p.:.lclelat of G. E.,
sible for the students to be rep- Kelley felt, is a lack of contact he aalcL It was however, a taclt male workers in 1965 were ing from the Campus Center at
$1,918.00 (For families approx. 3:00.
with labor, partly because it is
resented.
indictment of G. E ., which had
CommentiDC OD the Wllo's concentrated on campus, partly all anea for convlctloua OD mon·
Wllo seleetlou, Staclent Dean because labor has achieved Its opoly cla&rcea, made tax deducllr. G rUriD 1tatec1: "We feel goals and does not look for
Uble aa bullDeal expeuea. BJa
objection was that a poor per son must pay eoan coeta when
By Patrick JL

Lone

K. of C. Sponsors
SDS Discussion

Committee Suggests
Curriculum Changes
B;y .JOHN BBENNAJ'T

"The Academic Forum is an
independent committee under
the auspices of the Student
Government which has as its
end the presentation o.f student
views on the curricula. Tbe
results of independent studies
made by students on the Forum
are presented and discussed
with the Dean and the faculty,"
according to the University catalogue. It bas been inactive ·for
the past year in the Bochini
administration but it has been
resurrected by Student Government President Philip Howe.
Stu!l.,nt Wertben
Kevin Kelley, the newly appointed chairman, states that
"The purpose of suggesting
changes in cuiTiculum is to integrate the best of Jesuit philosophy and modern secular
thought." Other appointees are
Michael Morrisey '69, Drew
Draves '70, John Shields '71,
Jay Walker '71, and William
Zolenski '72.
Propoeall
Asked to comment on the proJ)OSala of Mr. Howe printed in

the last issue of 'l'be Sta&', Mr.
Kelley replied that, "Mr. Howe
gave a general outline of the
most blatant needs for academic
reform such as the required
courses which are forced down
your throat." He continued
saying that, "in the Academic
Forum we can go into specifics
of course curriculum. We are
trying to make the curriculum
of the student's major more
relevant tO him."
Mr. Kelley noted that be is
in the process of compiling data
on course curriculum of other
institutions. He hopes to make
"some concrete proposals before Christmas." Dr. Rosivach,
professor of classics, "is preparing a faculty viewpoint" on
course curriculum changes and
Mr. K~lley stated, "We will
consult with him on our proposals."
Mr. Kelley stressed the fact
that the curriculum changes
have been proposed for the last
two years wihtout a great deal
of success. New ideas and suggestions are needed. Kevin
Kelley can be contacted through
Box 819 in the Campus Center.

a cue apiut him

Ia dropped.

The full Impact of the protelt
was an IDdlctm.ent of the entire
1yatem, not of the presl4ent,
who bad been a leacler ID blduatrlal reform.
Bob Ellis spoke of the development of SDS. It began with
the league for Industrial Democracy, which bad recently expanded to include students.
After working in the League
for two years, SDS split because of dissatisfaction with the
system. SDS was then a mod·
erate group, working for J ohnson and civil rights. It became
militant becauae it was "forced
to." Johnson went from "peace
candidate to hawk," and after
working on the local level, they
found they were either being
duped by the men they worked
for, or the people didn't want
these men in office. Seeing the
faults in the system - seniority
rule in Congress, where old
men who really don't know
what's happening control important committees; ghettoes;
Vietnam - SDS felt it bad to
work outside the system.
Chleqe

Kevin Kelley gave an eye-witness view of Chicago. "'nlc
SDS had no mobillzation for
the Democrati.c Convention; any
action was purely individual.
There were some bap of urine

Revived Ski Club
Plans Winter Events
By .JOHN ROBERTO

been revived under the leader-

After one year of inactivity
the Ski Club at F·airfield has

ship of Jay McDermott, Tom
Salamone, Bob O'Hern and Father Thomas Loughran, S.J. An

thrown, but this was played up
by Mayor Daley. Cops were
taunted, but breaking open
heads is not a rational response."
Bob Ellis, talking about Columbia's "disturbance," listed
four causes: 1) the gym in Harlem; 2) Columbia's connection
with defense grants; 3) the
president's isolation from the
students; 4) the suspension of
students and the jailing of one
after a demonstration.
SDS took over one building
until lines of communications
between administration and students were reopened. This
movement
snowballed: the
blacks wanted a separate demonstration, and they took over
Hamilton Hall, kicking out the
whites. The whites then t ook
over Low Library. To the argument that a minority had no
right to take over a university
and harm a majority, SDS answers that Columbia took rights
away from Harlem. Columbia
did have alternatives - building upward rather than ou~
ward. which they are presently

organizational meeting was held
one month ·a go and 23 prospective mem b ers attended.
Meetings are held when ever the
need arises for all to meet. The
Ski Club is currently up for
recognition by the Administration and Student Government.
Following the last meeting,
the Ski Club began to make
plans for the 1968-69 skiing
season. Their biggest project of
the year will be a three day
skiing vacation to Lune Mountain, IJncoln, New Hampshire
during semester break, January
26-29. The entire trip including
breakfast dinner, and sld1ng
ticket will cost between $65-70.
It is open to all members and
student of Falrfield. Also invited
are many girl's schools and
other ski clubs in the Lune Mt.
area. The Ski Club owns their
own lodge at Lune Mt . wbere
they will sponsor mixers and
parties with other clubs. The
Ski Club has reserv.ed % of
Lune Mt. for the t rip.
Future Plus
This is not the only trip that
will be made by the club. They

doing.

()catialled

OD
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Student Rights vs. 'Tripartite ism': Either, Or?
By .Jamea .J. Ruane, ''71, Amendment Bill Proponent

Minority Leader -

"Students should have the power
of self-detennination over their
private lives and the conduct of
their own eroup.llving"
Lewla B. Mayhew, President
American ANoclatlon for
H!gher Education (as quoted
In Time Magadne)

nus statement by one of the foremost educators in America succintly summarizes the rationale for the events occuring in the Student Legislature in the
past weeks, especially in regard to the proposed amendment to Article VI of the
present Student Association Constitution. Often in public and in private the proponents of this amendment have been castlgaed as: "rash", "refusing the responsibility that comes with power'', "illogical", and "the proponents of unconstitutional
procedure". These terms a.r e grossly inaccurate; they seek to cloud the issue with
emotional verbalisms. I hope that the following will help clear the air of any misconceptions.
In brief, the amendment calls for the striking of the phrase. "They (future
constitutions) must then be recommended by the Dean of the College to the President of the University", and the subsequnt wording "Upon approval of the President". In no way does this amendment infringe upon the functions of the Student
Government. Rather, it serves to increase the power and the intluence of the
Government.
The key to this controversy is the question of the nature of the Government.
Until recently, the Government appeared to consider itself as the voice of the
student association on the matters directly concerning them. It possessed the
power of mere "recommendation" to the Administration on the opinions, thoughts
and grievances of the student body. Many interested students have attempted to
change this concept by actively confronting the Government, as in the recent dress
controversy. Now they are attempting this change through entirely legal means.
Such a reversion from extra-governmental to intra-governmental action must be
commended.
Co-existent with the nature of the Government was the nature of its Constitution. Since it had no rw power to decide effectively in its own realm, the Constitution became a handbook of committees and rules of procedure. It took no new
directions as to the rights of the stude.n ts; it remained a novelty surpassed only by
Robert's Rules.
The nature of the Government (i.e. the Legislature) has changed. It 1& giving
"a just representation in the affairs of the designated government of that community." The majority of the legislators feel that the student should have the
abillty to influence these decisions that directly concern him. Parietal hours, dress
regulations and such do not affect the Administration as much as they affect the
students. For the Administration they are social safeguards, based on the asJumption that the Fairfield student is immature. By passage of the amendment (and ·
the subsequent adoption of the Constitution intact, devoid of meaningful change by
the Administration), the student does have the ability to choose the codes that
affect his life on this campus. They are the rights granted to him by his parents
when they allowed their son to live away from home. Indeed, they are the rights
basic to man's nature. For the Administration to usurp these rights, or to dismiss
them for their own protection as an institution is contrary to their oft-quoted
phrase "in loco parentis''. Rather, they assume the character of "in loco del".
The op~nents of this amendment will state two objections: first, that the
amendment breaks a contract with the Administration, and second, a student conititution without the approval of the Administration is valueless. I cannot emphasize enough that a contract must be between equals. The Ad.nllnistration and the
Faculty dictate the policy of their respective segments. Let us dictate ours. They
determine the range of their powers and the proper use of such power. Let us do
likewise. Let us decide on the matters concerning the student, giving ample consideration to the opinions of the Faculty and the Administration. Then may we
turn our attention to the matters which involve the other segments of the University.
To 'say that a constitution is invalid because of the lack of Administration ap.

By .James R. Cunningham, '69
Student Legialature, Chalnnan -

In our discussions concerning the proposed amendment to Article Six of the
Student Government Constitution, I believe it helpful to remove all irrational
emotionalism and attempt to get to the basic realities involved. Simply, the facts
of the issue revolve around three major considerations.
1. The passage or rejection of the amendment is a vote against or for the
spirit of "tri-partiteism" here at Fairfield. The basic thrust of the past and present
Government administrations has been and still is toward this highly worthwhile
goal of integrating all three spheres of our university into a united front of
comon action, based upon mutual understanding with the rights of all considered.
Only if we are willing to reason together about the great problems facing this
campus can serious and effective results accrue. Our major success can occur only
if decisions are implemented in a real way, concretely and seriously, and this comes
from action taken trilaterally, not simply unilaterally by either the student body or
the administration. Singular action by any side leads ultimately to an undesirable
confrontation in which neither side is the winner.

2. It must be remembered that Article Six of the present Constitution gives
the administration the power to approve or reject only future, new constitutions
and by-laws. The latter by-laws are a total obsolesence, since no useful governmental constitution uses them, as they are r eserved for orgaizational characters
primarily. Thus, in reality we are speaking about only new constitutions as requiring administrative approval.
It is the very nature of a constitution that it is never unilateral, since it is
made between the students, who possess a cerain degree of power, and the administration, who also have power with the attendant right to exercise it. Our present
Constitution was freely agreed to with this fact in mind, with this fact clearlY
stated in Article Six. We display a rather gross lack of honesty and sincerity by
attempting to abrogate singularly what is in essence a pluralistic document.
Again, let us be reminded that the approval called for in the presently binding
Article Six refers only to new constitutions and does not even mention the ordinary
acts of the Government: acts, bills or decrees. All these actions are not placed
under the finalization of the administration, either explicitly or implicitly.
3. We must finally wake up to the reality of the situation. We do not have
the power to force the administration to accept our breach of contract by the
pasage of a piece of paper with so mariy words written upon it. Further, we have
even less power in trying to enforce our unilateral decrees, once passed, and in
making them real in the lives of students. We are not the only group at this
university, The two other branches, which are vitally important, have equal rights;
rights which m ust be protected if all of us are to be truly, justly and fairly treated
by the others. The presentation of a 'fait accompli' to any segment of our community is the apotheosis of injustice, frustration and hopelessness.
In closing, let me urge all students to think seriously about the proposed constitutional amendment, because it is of very great importance for the very real,
daily lives of all of us. Blatant emotional.ism, sweeping generalities and the bandwagon psychology of trying to win empty facades of victory by throwing this
amendment up in the face of the administration simply for the sake of doing so,
have no place in a mature decision. The best method of success in the effort of
all of us to radically affect policy in a real way is the spirit of mutually benevolent "tri-partiteism", which is best served by voting NO on the proposed constitutional amendment to Article Six of the Student Government Constitution.

proval is to assent to a hierarchical structure of the University, with the Administration at the peak, followed by the Faculty, and then the Students. To ask for
approval is to admit that the students are of least concern- second to the good name
of the University and the well-being of the Faculty. This cannot be accepted. If
the Students do not recognize themselves as the most important segment of the
University, do they expect the Administration to do so?
I exhort the members of the Student Association to vote "yes" on the amendme.nt. It can only serve to advance the responsibilities of the student. Isn't it about
time that we learned to charter our own course?

Vandalism Rise
Causes Concern

Forum

By GEORGE BBITrON

. "I don't know what to do about it," Mr. Robert K.
Gnffin, Dean of Student Services, commented concerning the recent rise of vandalism on the campus particularly on the dark, parking lots near the New Dorm.
In the past few weeks, several students have had their
cars broken into, and subsequently stripped as a result of
parking at night in the New
Donn lots, which, other than
Regis, are currently the only
designated parking spots for
boarding students.

ParJdD&' IJrhta
Whflll questioned u to why
the parldDc Iota are not llt. Mr.
GrUriD aalcl that th" ll&'hta have

aot been delivered, and alao
added that It Ia "nobody'• fault
(here).''
When asked further as to
when the lights will be placed
on the parking lots, Mr. Griffin
lDdieated Ulat the weather

could hold up the laying of
electrical lines, and possiblY
they would not go up until
spring. This would leave students with a four month span
during which the parking field
would not be lighted to protect
their cars.
Student concern is rapidly
rising over this situation. James
Dougherty '71, recently had his
Triumph broken into and 200
dollars worth of equipment
stolen including seats and a
window.
The break occurred two
weeks after Mr. Dougherty had
requested permission to 'lark his

Flnanclal Committee

The lnteruor of J ames Dougherty's Triumph whlch was vana.
l1zed when 1t was parked In tile willt parkln.g lot next to the
New Dorm
(Photo by .John Colahan)
car in an unauthorized but weU
lit area. Mr. Griffin turned
down the request.
Mr. Gr11rln did expla.ln that
there wiD be no zoning trouble•
(aa exlated In Ughtlng the Regis
lot); lt Ia simply a matter of
time, and that he would "keep
pus.h.lnr'' tor the Ughta. Be aiM
expreMed concern that tile en·

Tonight there will be a
forum in tbe Campus Center
at 8 o'clock. The topic will
be the high}y controversial
Student Government re.ferendum stating that the administration does not have the ·
right to veto any constitutional amendments. Four
members of the legislature
will state their views followed by a question and answer
period. This subject is of
vital importance since the
student body will vote on it
December 4.

tire campus Ia not autrlclently
llt, nor Ia there adequate park·
lng faclUUea for the dormitory

resldenta.
As to an immediate solution
of the untenable parking and
lighting facilities, Mr. Griffin
admitted that he did not have
the "slightest idea" as to how
to alleviate the problem.

THE ILUE IIRD SHOP
IJIO POST ROAD
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Legislature ·Ratifies Council
Opposition Stages Walkout
By JOHN LEDDY

The student legislature convened recently to tackle a lengthy agenda which
included the ratification of the Tri-partite Universitv Council. passed after iengthy
debate.

In a t~CeGe from ''Pb1laclelpbla, Here I Come," which opens
at the UDlvenlty Pla.yhoaae tbJa Friday at 8:80 p.m., Chris·
topher Scanlan (front) and Thomas Zinga.re111, mlmlc the
chess gune played by Robert Johnson (left) a.nd John Stone.
The BrlaD Friel play wW be presented December 6, 7, 12,
IS, U and liS at 8:80 p.m. a.nd ticketa are ava.llable In the
Cunpu Center mezzanine.

Plan to Evaluate
Faculty ~evealed
The elue of 1971 baa recently announced plans to conduct

a general faculty eva.lua.tton
which wW be . open to the en·
UN atuclent body. Thomas Gug·
Uottl, Sophomore Class Presi·
dent, Indicated that be hoped
that the forms would be ava.ll·
able 11010eUme this week.
Faculty Eva.lua.tion
The purpose of the evaluation 1a to cletennine faculty
strengths and weaknesses. J ust
as students receive grades to
cletennine their successes and
failures, so a faculty evaluation will not only point up
where faculty members are
strong, but also where their
effectiveness might be improved.
Questions on the eva.luatton
perialD to the lnatruetora ap.
proach to the subject matter
and the clarity, Involvement a.nd
depoee of lntereat wb1ch he gen·
erates In his course. Completed
questionnaires wW be trans·
acrlbecl on m M cards ud the
percentages wW be compUed by
the Unlveralty Computer Ceo·
ter.
Complete results will be given
to the administration and summary results will be printed in
booklet fonn and given to students to aid in future course
selection. No reports or summary will be made public without the consent of the teach~r,
in which case he will not 8e
allowed to see t,he results either.
In order to establish some
degree of relevance a student
must Include his quality point
average and grade in each subject being evaluated on the
questionnaire; however, students
are not required to fill in their

name.
Much of the work on this
evaluation has been done with
the assistance of Fr. Thomas
McGrath, S.J;, Chairman of
the Psychology Department,
and by the Computer Center.
Token Charge
Although the financing of the
project has not yet been finalized, it Is expected that a token
price of 50¢ will be charged.
Commentlnc on the teacher
evaluation, Mr. Gugllottt stated: "In determining the support
of such an evaluation several
,.,mh!lstraton were approadae4

and the general conaenaua waa
favorable. It Ia hoped that the
members of the student body
will take advantage of this pro·
gram by participating In lt.
There Is no question that all
stand to ga.ln from this evalua.·
tion, and it has been a long
time coming on this campus."

The meeting began with a
financial report by Treasurer
Thomas Mannion, who revealed
that the balance In the treasury,
as of Nov. 15th is $5,500, after
total disbursements totaling almost twice that amount.
Howe Adclreu
Before consideration of the
agenda, President Phlllp Howe
a.ddresed the representatives to
urge "the Immediate adoption
of the (Unlvenlty CouncU)
agreement, "aa well to suggest
guldel1Des for the selection a.nd
activity of the students on thla
councU. He recommended the
extension of parietal hours, fur·
ther llberallzation of the dress
code, recognition of the faculty·
student life committee, and, not
a moment too soon, stated: "1,
for one, endorse coeducation a t
Fairfield." Finally, he reported
that "only sUghtJy over 60% of
the students have paid their ac·
tlvitles f ee," urging the legisla.·
ton to "convince the de11Dquent
40% to pay."
The recognition of the Faculty-Student Life Committee
and the approval of the students
appointed to it by President

Student Government President Phlllp Howe addresses the Student Legislature as Secretary Albert Marlanl (left) a.nd VicePresident Do~d Mcinerney look on.

Howe aroused a prolonged debate, and passed only after senior representation was removed
while Kevin Brady '70 and
Th-omas Mitchell ' 71 were approved as nominees.
Student Life
This committee, in the words
of appointee Thomas Mitchell,
"will serve to make recommendations on the non-academic
questions of student life, such

Glee Club in Concert
With St. Joe's Sunday
The Glee Club will commence its 19 68-69 season next Sunday, December
with a concert in Gonzaga Auditorium a t 3 :00 p.m. Under the artistic direction of
Mr. Simon Harak, this year's Glee Club w ill combine tb.eir talents with t he Saint
Joseph College Chorale of West Hartfor d, Connecticut, for this opening concert.
Among the numbers which
the Fairfield University Glee
Club will perform includes
something for everyone's musical taste. Numbers will range
from "Marne" and "Camelot"
to the rousing "Battle Hymn
of the Republic' 'and "The Men
in Red." Spirituals and religious
numbers such as "Alleluia" and
"Set Down Servant" or the
"Last Words of David" are al·
ways well received.
Light Note
Adding a light note to the
concert will be performances
by the Campus Minstrels and
Bensonians. The Campus Min·
strels are show-stoppers in
every sense of the word. Com·
posed of 14 members from the
club, their zany antics will add
that certain something which
has made them a traditional
part of concerts. The Bensonians' delightful harmony with a
collegiate tlair will further augment the program 'with barbershop style, lyric surprises, and
fresh Interpretations.
The Saint Joseph College
Chorale under the direction of
Dr. Elmer M. Hintz will perfonn such numbers as "Waters
Ripple and Flow," "See the
Gipsies" and '"11le Sleep That
Flits a Baby's Eye." Their specialty group, the Saint Joseph
College Sextette, will pertonn
"Bits of Broadway."
The combined clubs will sing
'"11le Omnipotence" and "Gonna Build A Mountain."
A capacl1y audience is ex-

pected when the AmbassadoN
of Song commence their twentysecond season. Students as well
as their parents and friends are
cordially invited to attend this
free concert - a Sunday afternoon of musical enjoyment is
promised.
This year the club will perform approximately 13 concerts,
and for the first time will travel
to the midwest for engagements
in Detroit and Chicago. Most of
the other performances of the

club will be given in the Connecticut, Massachusetts, and
New York areas.
Officers
Officers for the 1968-69 season include: George L. Holmes,
'69, President; William J.
Brower, '69, Vice President;
Emmett T. Casy, '70, Secretary;
Thomas E. Dybick, '70, Treas·
urer; Nelson A. Bondhus, '69,
Accompanist, and Kevin R.
Dmytriw, '71, Assistant Accompanist.

Herald Slants
Security Story
By COLIN KILEY

"Completely slanted," was the comment given by
Mr. Arno Zeyn, Director of Operations at Fairfield in
regards to an article in the Sunday Herald which ;aid
"Former New ~aven Police Chief Francis V. McManus
may come o ~t of retireme.nt to hea:d up the newlycreated security staff at Fairfield Umversity."

Mr. Donahue, Vice-President
of University Relations concurred saying that "the story had
no basis at all. Fairfield University has not made any arrangements with Mr. McManus to
head this position, nor had it
been decided that there would
be such a position."

Security Division
"McManus," the Herald article con tinued, "has been offered the job at the J esuit
school and has been aiding uni-

versity officials in setting up a
drawing board for the proposed
security division."
It went on to say that "the
former police chief, who retired
last March as head of the New
Haven department, will serve
as a consultant in establishing
the Fairfield U. security force
and will head that unit."
Peaceful Community
Fairfield was described in the
article as "one of the few col~eJeS in the state without a

as dress regulations, the food
service, and faculty evaluation."
The appr oval of the Del ta
Sigma P hi Constitution, and of
Secretary MariaDi's proposed
PoUlng Commlulon, pasaeci
easily; however, a move to eX·
pedlte committee activity on
the proposed Constitution rua
Into opposition from Allan
Kaulbach, Chairman of the
Ways and Means Committee.
Kaulbach protested that such
action was the business of his
committee, nrglng defeat of the
b W. It paased by a sUm margin.
Financial B111
The fifth proposal, an act to
strengthen the policies of the
Financial Committee, passed
after some clarification by its
proponent, .committee Chairman
James CUnningham.
The sixth. a.nd 1lnal proposal
on the acenda. called for the
establishment of "the Tri-partite
body known as the University
Comtcil." Minority L e a d e r
James Cunningham had Insisted that this bill rema.lll a t the
end of the agenda, as it "might
be the cause of debate." A Uttle
after midnight, when those op.
posed to the b111 staged a walkout, lt was necessary to seek
out representatives who were
back In their dorms In order to
have a quorum for voting upon
it.
Amendment Rejected
Secretary Albert Mariani proposed an amendment to this
bill, which would make the four
students on the council "repres e n t a t i v e representatives,"
through regular revision of their
activities by the student body.
The amendment was defeated
after an hour of debate and informal discussion. The bill was
approved as presented.
The UDlvenlty CouncU wOJ
have an advisory ca.paclty "to
facUltate the sacceufnl operation of the University throuch
the excha.nge of consideration
of a.11 three segments of the
University." It hal "no other
blading quality tha.n the logic
of advice.''
campus police force, because it
felt no need for one In the
peaceful community with little
if any troublesome incidents. If
there is ever any need, the University calls on the F airfield
Police Departmen t."
The article concluded "but
(Continued on Page 10)
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U.S. Government
2nd Semester Draft Crunch Holds Career Day

Analysis

May Hurt Graduate Schools ~=~=r·E::.:a ~;:~~~: Ta.::·:.":::':

(CPS) Although t he nation's grad.uate schools d1d not face the 70per cent
reduction in fall enrollment some predicted last year because of the draft, the
second semester crunch may hurt them badly.
Most universities were taken
by surprise this fall, when the
... ~ "'O per cent of their students
~
expectlng
to be drafted returned
to school after all. Some universities, which had accepted
more graduate students than
they could handle In order to
make up for the draft's toll,
have been faced with money
and housing shortages - and
too many students.
Fall Electlou
0
,..._
.. uey b a d failed t calculate
el ti
d its
.
this fall's ec on an
ramtfications on the draft In their
estimates last spring.
In February, when the Selectlve Service System annouced
that graduate students would no
longer be deferred '\fn the national interest." both universities and the government predieted that schools might lose
up to 70 per cent of their ftrstyear students. They forecasted a
great Increase in female and
middle-aged graduate students.
Selective Service officials predieted that students would make
up as much as 90 per cent of
the draft call-ups In many
states. The Defense Department
said 63 per cent of the 240,000
draftees predicted for 1969
would be students. Students
made up 3.8 per cent this year.
Draft Lower
But the crunch falled to rnaterialize this fall . For one thing,
draft calls beginning In July
were drastically lower than
those for previous months. And
they wUl stay that way until
January when the elections are

Phi Kappa Theta
presents

The Sheffield Spring
at

A Beer Blast
Glorieta Manor Dec. 13
Tickets $2.00 Bus 75 cents
Plenty of Girls
5'ign up in C.:ampus Ctnltr

well over.
The draft calls will rise depending on the manpower needs
of the armed forces, the status
of the Vietnam war, and the
mood of the new President. But
they are sure to rise at least a
little, according to Mrs. Betty
Vetter, an official of the Scientific Manpower Commission, a
private research agency In
Washington.
Her prediction is based on
the fact th
· at draft calls for the
last few years have run in 18month cycles; the high point of
the latest cycle is due in January 1969.
Hit Harder
Whatever the increase, it is
~ure to hit students harder next
semester; under present draft
regulations, the oldest eligible
males are first to go, and grad·
uate students newly classifted
1-A are perfect targets. Those
who receive induction notices
during the present school term
are allowed to stay 1n school to
finish the term, but must then
report for Induction.
But despite the fact that total
graduate enrollment bas changed very little _ in numbers,
the edict has not been without
effect.
Graduate schools at several
universities have reported drops
In enrollment from one to 20
per cent. Professional schools
seem harder hit than most. At
Valparaiso University, 25 to 150
students enrolled in the Law
School didn't register in Sei>
tember. Lehigh University reports a 13 per cent decrease In
enrollment.
And at many schools, graduate departments found that
women and older (over-26) men
made up larger portions of their
enrollees than ever before.
Some schools claimed that their
students are of lower ability
than they would have been before the draft.
Dedlae In Morale

Such intangible evidence as
decllne 1n graduate school qu~

ity is, of course, abnost impossible to document. More obvious
an d evt·den t • th ough • 1s a d ecline In morale among graduate
students. Young men faced with
the prospect of being drafted
have always been burdened with
an overwhelming anxiety few
other people experience. And
graduate students this year,
knowing they are sitting atop
the proverbial powder keg and
may get the letter any day, are
unusually nervous and fearful.
Universities, which opposed
the move to end graduate deferments, are reacting to their
students' concern In many ways.
Several heavily graduate universities, among them Massachusetts Institute of Technology,
have announced that students
whose education Is interrupted
by the draft - either for two
years of service or for a jail
sentence for resistance - will
later be able to resume their
degree work where they left
off, and wlll stand a good
chance of having their fellowships renewed.
New PI'OJI'ama
Several sch ools are also ln·
vestigating new degree pro·
grams like MIT's five-year en•
gineerlng program - in which
the student does not officially
receive his bachelor's degree
until he receives his master's
in a fifth year (and so Is classed
as an undergraduate for five
years).
The institutions are under·
standably vexed. Many of them
- like their students - concurred with the 1967 recommendations of the President's
Commission on the Draft. The
Commission's report suggested
a two-pronged attack on the
draft's present Inequities and
injustices: abolition of student
deferments and reversal of the
present oldest-first system so
that 19-year~lds would be
drafted ftrst - preferably by
lottery.
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As it happened, policy-makers
decided to implement only part
of the recommendations, b opo
1ng that their move would be
popular with those voters who
consider that students are un·
American and should be drafted, and would at the same time
be lauded as needed reform.
Now the results of their at·
tack on "pointy-headed Intellectuals" will be telt, not only by
the schooll - which carmot
help but be weakened - and
the Anny, which is discovering
that it doesn't like "uppity students" ln Its ranks anyway, but
by those elements in the nation
which depend on educated (and
reasonably contented) men and
women for existence and

p-owtb.

-

HEMLOCK
DEPARTMENT STORE
2033 Black lock T•npik•, FalrWd

Telephone 334-5894
NB CHARGE

STORE HOURS:

Mon. thru Wed. 'Till 7
Thurs. & Fri. 'Til 9
Set. 'Til 6

Needed Stepe

Fairness and equity required
that both those steps be taken;
if they bad been, the draft, U&
fairness to the poor and uneducated would have been par·
tial}y corrected, and at the same
time education and technical
skllls would have been supo
ported.

MCTOIY

visit Fairfield University on Fl"i- gible for further competition for
day, December s, 1968. Their Management Internships. These
purpose will be to provide ln· are formal training program; to
formation and counsellng on bring candid!ttes with outstand·
employment poslbllltles with the ing potential into responsible
Federal Government for coUege
graduates. Known as a Career management positions at an acDay, their federal occupational celerated pace. In addition to
presentation will take place be- the Federal Service Entrance
tween 9:00 a.m. and 1:00 p.m. Examination, e I i g i b i 1 ity for
in Canisius. Sign up for an ap- Management Internships repointment in Canisius 8, if Inter- quires successful completion of
ested.
an oral examination in the form
The primary avenue to teder- of an oral interview. Excellent
al employment for college grad- recommendations from people
uates is the Federal Service En- familiar with an individual's edtrance Examm·ation. It prod
·
ucation an expenence are anful
tlti
vides
success
compe
on
other
requisite.
with an opportunity to be considered for over 200 occupations
The Federal Government ofIn some 50 federal agencies
fers employment in a wide array
nationwide. Lasting approxi- of occupational specialities.
mately 2 ¥.1 hours, the test mea- There Is room for all academic
sures verbal abilities and quanmajors. Students would be
tltative reasoning power.
doing themselves a disservice by
Those who achieve h g h
not investigating the available
1
scores on the general FSEE or
opportunities in public service.

RESUMES DO WORK!

YOU BETTER BELIEVE IT!
A profeuionally prepared re.ume tllat reftecb
you will make your job aearch euier, and will cet
you the better job futel".
We guide you with T. L C., throurh every atep
and give you 100 copiea plua a oomplete "job
atrategy packace," all for $50.00, our atudent rate.
We know the Connecticut job market. We will
give you job leada and counsel on approach-.
lnterviewa by appointment oaly. Brochure aend
oo requeat.

LLOYD,DALYandDEWATERS
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES
203 - 324- 9666 - after houra 914 - 967 - 3429
.19 River St., Stamford, Coma. 06901
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-=Up Against
The Wall
-

WJI.I lAM

l ou.tbaD SwUt 1110

The Intrenational Brigade is getting on the train.
Two men, both dressed alike, one behind a large desk, the
other leaning on the opposite wall, looked out the large window at
the pouring rain. The man behind the d~k spoke first
"The weather, it is bad."
"Yes, this is so," spoke the other man. "Things do not go well
with us this year. The populace of the city is ~ at us. They
say that we, Alfonso, are repressive. They do not like our leader,
Pablo, they scream for reforms."
''1bis is so, my brother," spoke Alfonso.
The phone rang and Alfonso picked it up, "Hello, yes, ~ello
Pablo, yes Pablo, yes, I know Pablo, but .... Yes Pablo, Goodby
Pablo." Alfonso was quiet for a long tUne, then he ftnal.ly spoke,
''1bings they do not go well with Pablo. Things, my brother, do
not go well with us. Things, they do not go well at all. The forces
ot the Bureaucratinalles are at the gates of the city. They have
united forces with the Insurrectionalles inside of the city. We are
doomed. The Bureaucratinalles bring many papers and men who
read the books of law. They say that we have done too much
business with the Federalles in the capital. They say that we do
not own our city, Roberto. They have promised the Insurrectionalles in the populace the reforms that they desire. They both say
that we must be thrown from power. Civil War, it is a bad thing."
''nlis is so, my brother." spoke Roberto. "Do you bear the
city chimes? The bell I think that it tolls for me, it tolls for all of
Ul."

The phone rang again and after a long conversation Alfonso
placed the phone on the receiver. Looking quite dejected, he again
glanced out of the window and spoke.
''1be weather, it is bad still. Pablo, he bas the fear."
"On no, my brother, this is too much of a burden to bear,"
replied Roberto and continued, "Alfonso, I think I, too, have the

tear."
"Yes Roberto, but that is not the worst of it. The Insurrectionalles now control the lower city and the Bureaucratinalles are
besieging the fortress on the bill. How horrible this is. I remember when Pablo was the friend of the Insurrectionalles and promised them many reforms. I remember when be was the friend of
the Bureaucratinalles and feasted them at the ll Progresso banquet. I remember when be was the friend of the Federalles and
received money from them. He even treated the Insurrectionalles
as in place of a father. Roberto, do you remember this man?
Pablo is no longer he. Pablo, be bas the fear. The govemment
bas collapsed. We have been instructed to flee to the fortress city
of Wooster, with all of our possessions but with none of those of
the Federalles."
"But what of our leader Pablo?" spoke Roberto.
"He is a prisoner, my brother." said Alfonso.
"Oh no, replied Roberto, "is be the prisoner of the Insurrectionalles or of the Bureaucrationalles?"
"Neither my brother, spoke Alfonso, Pablo is the prisoner of
the Anarchistinalles. He is being held captive in his own office.
They have, it seems, sat in. They say that they do not want Pablo
to ftee and they do not want him to stay."
"What of the Anarcbistinalles, Alfonso? I do not understand
them."
"They are of a bad sort my brother. They do not like the
Federalles. They do not like the Bureaucratinalles. They do not
like us. They do not like each other. They cannot decide who is
worse, the Federalles or the Bureaucratinalles. They do not want
either o! them to govern the city, and they do not want to govern
it themselves. They say that they want the Insurrectionalles to
govern themselves, and this is why they are called the Anarcbistinalles, I think."
"Yes my brother," said Roberto, "but we must ftee. Things,
they do not go well with us. With Pablo things do not go well
either. He has the fear and the weather it is bad. Let us flee.
'I11e times, they are atrange."

•

•

•

I stand here rubbing my bands against the cold, wondering
which side I am supposed to be on, while an old man muttering
to himself wanders by, throwing the seed under the rock. And
their general comes by screaming:
Tlme to change the guard:
Boy the quarrel was before your time, the aggressor
No one you know ...
There's Wrath who bas learnt every trick of querrlla warfare,
The shamming dead, the nJght raid, the feinted retreat ;
Envy their brillant pamphleteer, to lying
As husband true,.
Expert impersonator and linguist, proud of his power
To hoodwink sentries • ..
Now we're due to parade on the square in front of the Cathedral.
When the bishop bas blessed us, to ftle in after the choirboys,
To stand with the wine-dark conquerors in the roped-off pews,
Sbout ounelve. boane;

e

Patrissi, Wohlers Receive
Psychology Fellowships
By P ATRICK IL LON G
ltllalla&1nc EcUtor

T. O'IIIIIIC!f

Sweeping from buchers stalls, dung, guts, and blood,
Drowned puppies, stinking sprats, all drenched in mud,
Dead cats and turnip-tops tumbling down the ftood.

December 2, 1961

Fairfield University students Geoffrey Patrissi and John Wohlers have been
awarded two of the ten fellowships which the New England Psychological Association gives annually to those undergraduates in the New England area who
have shown a superior interest and knowledge in psychology.
Each college and university
in New England is permitted to
nominate two students for the
fellowship. From these many
nominationa ten students are
selected.
This year Fair6eld Univer·
sity had the honor of having
both its nominees being named
Fellowship recipients.
A.Dnaal OOilveaUoa
The New England Psychological Association, the rerfonal
branch of the American Psychological Association, holds an
annual Thanksgiving convention
at which papers are presented
and the te.n honorary fellow·
ships are awarded.
Although no pecuniary reward or scholarship is coneeted
with this honorary fellowsh\p,
it is a recognition by a croup
of professional psychologists of
a s t u d e n t ' a undergraduate
acbievem~tac and o! the potential for future work in tbe fteld
of ps~chology.

\

Unique Prorram
Fairfield has a unique physiological program; in fact, it is so
innovative that it is n ot even
found on most graduate levela
o! study. The program utilizes
an advanced laboratory procedure which enables the student
to learn and perfonn the rudi·
ments of basic neurosurgical experiments on rats and other
John Wohlers, left and Geoffrey Patrt.l. rtcht. reelplellta of
laboratory animals.
the fellowships awarded by the New Eaa;lud hycholocie&l
Under this advanced system
A.saocl&tloa, are lhown d.lacuutnc 1m experlmeet u tbe
students are taught how to prooeclll~pe.
duce selective lesions in discrete areas of rats' brains folarea of physiological psychology
lowed by behavioral testing Association Convention.
A graduate of Northeast following his graduation from
(e.g. learning in a maze). Students then undertake a histo- Catholic, be bas actively par· Fairfield this J une.
logical analysis of the locus and ticipated in three research projextent of the brain lesion by ects involving the effect of
cutting very thin sections brain operations on thirst, emothrough the limits of the brai.n tion and learning.
Mr. Patrissi bas been active
lesion area and staining them
in all facets of campus activity,
with basic dies.
In addition, Fairfield students serving as manager of the basin this unique physiological psy- ketball team and as a member
Kings Highwey, lt.. lA
chology program learn the tech- of the Cardinal Key Society
&it 24 CoMedicvt Turnpib
niques of electrode implanta- and the Knights of Columbus
and
Treasurer
of
the
Psychology
tion, electrical brain stimula167-4404
tion and electrical recording Club.
A CONVENIENT STOP
via an oscilloscope or polyBabblt JAb
graph.
FOR YOUl FRIENDS
Co-Authored Paper
John Wohlers bas ass'isted
AND RELATIVES
Geoffrey Patrissi of Hartford, Dr. Ronald Sala1la of Falrfteld's
Connecticut, bas co-authored a Psychology Department in the
Juat 5 Minut.s from Cempus
paper with Dr. John Boitano of construction of a rabbit condithe Fairfield Psychology Depart- tioning lab which, when comment faculty and Susan Simone pleted in January, will be used
ot Mount Holyoke College, en- in several research projects.
ACKLEY'S ATLANTIC
titled "The Etrects of MagneThe North Plainfteld, New
sium Pemoline in Kimethyl on Jersey, resident bas served as
SERVICE STATION
T-Maze Reversal Learning in a student assistant to Dr. SalaRats," which will be presented fia for the past year and plans
Cor. Post Roecl
at the Eastern Psychological to enter graduate school in the

BRIDGEPORT
MOTOR INN

''1bey ran like bares, we have brok en them up like firewood;
They fought against God." . • •
All leave is cancelled tonight; we must say goodby.
We entrain at once tor the North; we shall see in the morning
The headlines we're doomed to attack; snow down to tide-line:
Though the bunting signals
"Indoors before it's too late; cut peat for your fires,"
We shall lie out there.

w.ILA.udell l i SJ.
But I say no thank you, not this year, you see, I do not want
to throw the truth unde.r the rock, that is, if you know what I
mean, Peter.

encf South lemon
Feirfielcf, CoM.

Phone 259-64n
For Roecl Semce
Tune-Up Is Our Spec:Wty
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By BOB ELLIS
"JoiD the Army If you loee

Page .Seven

Cooperating Schools Issue
Statements Over Coed Plans
EDITOR'S NOTE: The f ol-

"

Almost 3 weeks ago I checked my mailbox before leaving
school. In it was propaganda from the Anny ROTC. They wanted
me; I was flattered. In fact I was so flattered I wanted to bum It
immediately but my better judgment got hold of me and I decided to wa'lt until I got home. Some friends were coming over
ttlat night and I thought having a burning might be fun and appropriately sacrilegious; It was Halloween. But by the time. I'd
gotten home I'd forgotten about the brochure and my origmal
intentions. I have not been able, however, to forget what tht!
brochure said.
The pamphlet began, "'l1le U.S. Army knows leaders are
made, not born." Whether intentional on the anny•s part or not,
this sentence sounds rather Sartrian. Jean Paul Sartre, French
eldstentialist philosopher, talks about basically the same idea of
self-realization, yet in much more confused terms and with no
desire to be elitist. He too feels that after birth man is nothing
more than what he makes of himself. Philosophically, Sartre begins with a universe of nothingness. Out of all this nothingness
man is the only thing that is able to deftne its being. Man is able
to create his essence because he has the essential, ultimate, and
ftnal freedom of being able to say no to nothingness; to Sartre
freedom is the touchstone of all human dignity. When man says
no to the nothingness of the universe, he begins to realize himself.
Man makes something of his life by deciding to disassosiate himself from nothingness. In short, Sartre feels man gets out of lite
what he responsibly puts into it.
· Sartre and the United States Anny. Somehow coupling these
two because of similarity In statement goes well beyond the traditional bounds of fate, strange bedfellows, and all that other gibberish. lb' seeing their persuasions in action, the Anny presently
in Vietnkm, and Sartre a few years back condemning their presence In Vietnam, it Is easy to see that somewhere In their verbal
likeness there lies a fundamental fraud. My guess would be it
lies with the Army.
Wh~n Sartre talks about man creating value In his life
through making decisions, he is talking about a continual process.
He realizes that as man becomes a man through deciding, each
decision he makes becomes more Important. He acknowledges
that man cannot a1ford to stop deciding for himself. The Army,
on the other hand, by Its very nature demand'~ that a man, .rter
deciding to enter its ranks, suspend the decialcm-members. Sartre
does not believe In collective genius, and thereby would brand
this kind of existence as living In ba4 faith.
Many, however, probably cll.sagree with me violently about
the above paragraph, and would like to have me court martialed
for having written it. They defend their posltien by insisting that
a lack of deciaion-maklng opportunities may be the case when
one is a private, but Is certainly not true when one Is an officer.
After all, they claim, officers are the "ones" who have to decide
not only for themselves, but for all the men they command; tlili.
Is more responsibility than any pointy-headed, Communist, atheist,
french philosopher would ever dare to uaume. And on this point
I would have to agree.
For one, Sartre would never want to have any part of a
killing machine, no matter how far reaching his clecisions as a
killer might be. The thrust of Sartrlan philosophy Is a humanitarian, not a predatory one. When the army put In Its pamphlet
that "The training Is specifically designed to place candidates
under beayy physical, mental, and emotional pressures of simulated war conditions," it seems to me, from Its past record, that
it Is telling the truth. The Army says Its training is designed to
teach a man how to ftght and kill Of course they explain away
the.i r actions and existence under the guise of preserving world
peace, but this should fool no one. To "kill for peace" destroys
the sense and beauty cf peace.
Secondly, Sartre would deny that the decisions made by a
commander of a platoon are actually his. The brochure explains
that once one enters Officers' Training he is aubject to a ten month
training program. 'nle first eight weeks are basic combat tramtng.
The nine weeks that follow are some kind of advanced training.
The remainder of the ten months Is naturally .supposed to asaum~
a much higher level of education. whatever that means In tbe
army. All of which evidence, that once a candidate enters, his
mind becomes army property tor ten months. This length of time
allows those In charge of indoctrination to do their job thoroughly
in demonstrating to the candidate what ia "right" and thereby
what he should do. After this ten month ordeal, nobody's mind
can remain completely his own. Sartre would prefer keeping his
own mind, even at the expense of power.
But then again, many army devotees would rejoin that being
an officer in the United States Army has its advantages. They
are: 1. belonging to the oJricers' club, 2. tree medical care, 3. tree
legal aid and advice, 4. 30 days paid vacation, 5. a higher pay
scale (a higher pay than other army men, that Is), and most important of all 6. being able to "meet people of high calibre and
s1mllii.r interests." Having these last points brought to his attentioQ
Sartre mleht very well reconsider his pait judgments concerning
tbe army. The only stumbling block to this might be, that in the
true equalitarian spirit, Sartre could not help but ask, with an
opportunity so full of advantage., why Is the Army ROTC FOR
MEN ONLYT

lowtag are excerpta from tbe
at:atementa luued by the hoepltall cooperat.tac with Fall'·
Aeld UDlvenUy ID the decree
nunlllg' procram.
Greenwich Bo.pltal

a College education will avail
themselves of this opportunity
to receive a degree in nursing
rather than pursuing a degree
in another allied field.
The baccalaureate program
will assist In preparing additional faculty members and . it
will enable them to move more
quickly into a masters program.
The more people that are
prepared on the college level,
the more rapidly students could
be prepared on the diploma,
practical nurse, and nurse aide
level thereby helping to alleviate the nursing shortage.

St. Joseph's Hospital is able
to offer Its clinical facilities for
clin.ical experience in implementing the academic phase of
the program.
The educational tone of the
Hospital Is enhanced with a
nursing program at this level.
The presence of student nurses
keeps everyone on the alert.
It Is a community responsibility to provide nurses. The
Hospital will make a contribution to the community by participating in the program and
thereby Increasing the number
of nursing personneL

The Greenwich Hospital is
pleased to be a part of the program, while at the same time
continuing its own well established three-year diploma program.
The Greenwich Hospital recognizes that the demands of
modem hospital care can be
even further served by a baccalaureate program in nursing.
Advances In technology, Improvements in preventive measures, the ability to sustain life
in heretofore hopeless situations
- all these have created
Caatuaed from Pace J
to charge admission for skiing
environment that asks more of are also plannillg one or two films and speakers.
the practicing nurse than ever trips to Catamount Mt. and
According to Jay MacDerbefore. A strong background in Mt. Snow. These trips are for mott, an officer of the club,
the sciences will make her more members first, the.n if there is "The Ski Club is the thing for
adept at working with the so- enough room It will be open to skUng lovers and also those who
phisticated equipment and new all. Ski Club members have set are not experts at the sport.
techniques that surround her up car pools · for weekend ex- You don't have to be able to
now and that will continue to cursions to area ski resorts.
ski to join the Ski Club, lessons
be developed in the future.
The single fund-raising event may be provided on campus
A strong background in the planned win be a raffle. The whenever there Is a substantial
humanities will give her the in- money from which will be used snow fall. Otherwise most · resights and the breadth of judg- for a free skiing trip for the sorts do have lessons for beginment that she will need to rely members or reduced rates per ners. The Club encourages all
on every day of her working trip for members only. The Ski thsoe who enjoy skiing to come
life. And an academic setting in Club has also sent away for to our next meeting which will
which she can know and ob- skiing movies from the Pepsi · be announced or to contact one
serve students in other disci- Company and next year plans of the officers."
plines, will give her knowledge
of people, and of the world, that
The editors and staff of
can only work to her advantage
in administering bedside care.
The program promises not
only to raise the level of bedside nursing, but to provide p~
are pleased to announce
fessional nurses who can lead
publication of
and direct the modern nursing
the
Fall issue of
team that bas evolved out of the
Fairfield University's
new concepts of medical care.
Literary Magazine
It will also make available
a larger group of well qualified
nurses who can advance to the
Frootiers will be distributed
next higher professional degree.
without charge
And, especially important, it
on Wednesday, December 4
may encourage many nurses to
between 8:45 A .M. and 3:00 P.M.
become teachers and ftll a serious need that exists in nursing
in the Campus Center Lobby, •
education in the state.
Main Floor.
Stamford Ro.pltal
The Stamford Hospital is deThe Faculty and Adminutf'alio" will rutivt
lighted with the plan of Faira copy of Fro,.tiffl ;,. thw maiJ boxts.
field University to establish a ,

Skiers Organize

an

FRO N TI E R S

baccalaureate program in nursmuchneeded dimension to nursing
education in Connecticut and
particularly in Fairfteld' County
where a high percentage of
high school graduates are seekIng a college education.
The Stamford Hospital, with
its beautiful new building and
ever-increasing patient load,
can offer cllnlcal experience to
baccalaureate students in addition to the students in its own
diploma and practical nurse
programs. We look forward to
cooperating with Falrfteld University in its new venture to
prepare additional professional
nurses for our growing communities.
St. loeeph'a Ro.pltal of
Stamford
St. Joseph's Hospital bas a
sincere interest in Nursing Education, especially a baccalaureate program in nursing.
Young women who have an
Attraction to Nursing and want
lng. This will add a
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WHAT??!! HAVEN'T TRIED
OUR PIZZAS EVEN ONCE!!??
Streight "A"s guaranteed jf you don't get it
on your tie.

co.. •
the

Ia. We llave ... greatest.

PiZZA PAN
2090 Post Road, Fairfield

In Shopping C.ntw Neer W• d's Steak House

THE S

IAnother School's SDS

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

To the Editor:
I am presently on a leave of absence

trom Fairfield University having accepted a one year appointment with the
National Science Foundation, The Foundation building is located at the edge of
the campus of George Washington University. As a result I often walk through
parts of the campus during my lunch
break or to catch my bus. This has
helped me to retain a contact, although
remote, with campus lJfe and student unrest.
Last week the G.W.U. campus chapter
of the Students for a Democratic Society
and the D.C. PolJce Department clashed
on campus. The enclosed editorial appeared in the G.W.U. student news paper,
'l'tte Batcbet. It was written by Paul
Panitz, Editor-In-chief. Perhaps It would
be of interest to Fairfield University students.
Slacerely,
loba Bllnau, Pb.D.

-'-oe, Prof. of BloloD'
THE EDITORIAL
SDS bu ftDally fOUDcl Ita eollfroatatton.

For more UlaD a moatb, GW's SDS
dlapter bu been eearebbll' for an laue,
aay luue, to nee u Ita ...... for stadellt
enpport and Dltlmate confrontation. The
group never foond an Issue wlthbl the
UDiveNity, and not until Tueeday afterDOOR did It ftnd suitable substitutes.
That substitute was the irrational and
brutal actions of a number of DC polleemen who hurled themselves Into a l'enerally peaceful crowd on G St. They
Clllteulbly were maida&' arrests, but they
cut swaths of Innocent victims out of
tbelr paths as If student. were merely
wheat In a fteld.
The police at.o made arrest. on lucllerous char&'es - arre8UDI' for Uttering
atudenta who threw peper airplanes. And
yet, to be fair to tbe poUce, It must be
aid tbat the commanding officers were
waUdDK up and down the Une, trying
to calm tbe1r men, and prevent them
from over-reacUDg to the constant provocations. It wu only a smaD number
who stepped out of llDe, but they served
to give the entire force a poor Image.
That SDSeN were provoldn&' the ponce Is beyond question, SDS leaders
wanted them to react and to spUt head.,
and the pollee, Uke tools, responded admirably to tbel.r \Wahes.
The abuse taken by the pollee waa
relatively minor, however, and served to
expose Ul-cUsclpllne and poor tralnlng.
Their reactions were far In excess Of
the provocations. Bat most Ukely, tllere
will be no dlsclpUne of these men, anless lnltlated by the cltl&ellr)'. Whereas
the US mWtary &fves Uttle hesltatloa
to p~t and even pubUc cllilclpllne of
men who disobey orders, police fOI"'M
seldom admit to error.
Neither does SDS, and we wDl be seelag much of SDS lD the days aheacl.
Yes, the pollee were In error. But, wiD
all of us support SDS in whatever
aetlons tbey plan, be they u undemocratic, as brutal, as abaslve of rlgbta
u were thoee of the pollcef Two
wrongs supposedly do not make a rtgbt,
uys a worn cliche, aad It takes Ollly an
blaflorlan, not a philosopher, to J'UeM the
aext SDS moves. They wDl try once
again to provoke DO po&e to tbe eampas and Into commlttlll&' violence. For
SDS Is u bmtal u any pollee force and
probably more Ndlstlo in Ita lut for
bloody beaclL
SDS has no propam. 8D8 does not
eare about tbe t.uea. SDS waata 110
e4ber I'J'OUP to take the te.cl 1n aclvoeatlnc change; ao matter wllat ja8tlce
t. lnvolvecl in an lssae, SDS tlalab only
Of Ita "'e8deNidP" In a revolatlollary
IDO'Vemeat. ladce 1a a erutcll. llonllty

S. a crutcla. Peue Is a crutcla. While
tile IIAea are valid, tbe1r aclvoeacy 18
twisted In Ita lulaeerlty. ADd If 111&117
of tbe memben do aot ~'MUse lt, tWa
t11ey are ciDped. becaase tbelr leaclen
are ~ them down a planned pafll
or cllarupUOD and aaardly.

• • •

Financial Position
To the Editor:
In response to the SOS of the Hockey
Club, I wish to inform them of the relevant facts. Firstly, there has been absolutely no attempt on the part of the
club to present the necessary documents
to allow the Legislature to appropriate
any funds to them. A list of total membership, supporting evidence of where
the money will be spent, and the proposing of the appropriation by a legislator are all necessary even before consideration of a grant can occur by the
Financial Committee. Secondly, the
claims that appropriate funds are not
being utilized Is totally false. The $3,000
student loau fund is presently being used
on a daily baSis with already about
$1,000 expended. The $4.000 of the Social
Department has also been spent as a
down payment for the Peter, Paul, and
Mary concert. This wlll hopefully return,
but it will be used shortly thereafter to
plan for another concert. The $3,400 of
the Activities Department is being used
for speakers already contracted for and
further for free busses, the latest of
which have_ ~n used to benefit the
Hockey Club by transporting ticket-buying spectators to the Bridgeport Wonderland of Ice.
Further, let me say that the idea that
an organization must receive at least as
much money as they paid to the Student
Government is rather absurd, since one
Is expected to pay his Activity Fee
regardless of his association with any
particular club. This money is to support the Government, not to be doled out
to every organization on campus. If this
were the case, the Government would be
bankrupt in a few days.
It is hoped that in the future we might
be able to help the Hockey Club more,
but in our present financial condition
there is little or no funds to be distributed. With the possibility of greater
payment of Activity F ees, we would be
most happy to give this fine organization
as much money as possible.
l!llncerely,
lames B. Cun.nl.ngham
Flnanclal Committee Chairman

A Matter of Princip_le
This Wednesday the students of this university will be voting on
an amendment to the Student Government Constitution that could
prove to be a revolutionary step in revamping this nation's educational system. The passage of this amendment, which provides for
studen t ratification of future student constitutions, would be the first
concrete implementation of the principle of atudent power.
According to this principle, there are certain areas that are
solely of student concern. These areas, of course, pertain to the student's private life. Curfews, sign-ins, parietals, and dress are examples of some areas of concern in which the faculty and administration have no right to meddle. Course requirements, class cuts, and
implementation of certain marking systems are examples of areas
that concern all three segments of the university.
In effect, exponents of the student power principle are asking not
for a free hand in running all aspects of the university, but simply for
the right to have final say in matters concerning their private lives,
and an eQual voice in matters that concern the administration, faculty,
and themselves. We cannot support this principle too strongly.
Due to legislative bungling in the Student Government, the
amendment was not put on the ballot in the recent election. The
decision was made by the amendment's proponents and opponents
supposedly to give each side more time to present their case to the
stude?t ~ody. We know of no such drive to educate the student body
on ~~us ISsue and feel that the move was the direct result of petty
pohtical maneuvers on the part of both sides.
Th~ amend!Jlent's oppon~nts, no doubt, feel that if the voter
turnout lS poor., Its passage will be meaningless. On the other hand,
the amendments proponents feel that because the leftist activities on
campus outnumb~r t~eir ideologica.l counterparts, a poor turnoul
would mean certam VIctory. Both attitudes represent a flagrant disregard for general student opinion.

Now the ques~on is up to you. Unfortunately. students here do
not have a reputation for standing on principles. Pragmatic stagi~m
runs ra~pant e.ven all)o_ng t~e "conscientious" left. Rebellion in the
past agamst this admmistrabon's paternalistic policies has occurred
only when the students' liquor or sex lives have been threatened.
b

. All that can change now. Perhaps the adminstration will even
e Impressed by a show of student initiative At any rate we can
be sure that there ~ill be no stock responses be~ause student initiative
h as never been an 1ssue here.

• • •

Thanks, But .. .
To th Editor:
We would like to thank M.r s. Brown
for taking the time on Thursday afternoon (November 21) to acquaint us with
the running of the bookstore. Her gracious assistance enabled us to understand
the problems confronting the bookstore.
We fotmd that the exorbitant prices on
books are actually demanded by the publishing companies. These prices are the
same for the Yale University Co-op and
the Sacred Heart University Book Store.
The problem, therefore, lies in the
publisher's price setting. We also found
Mrs. Brown very receptive to any requests for products not appearing on the
sl\elves. For her patience and understanding we would sincerely like to
thank Mrs. Brown.
However, the assumption that it would
not be feasible for the Student Government to run the bookstore is not entirely
true. Yes, pennanent help would be
necessary, but it is conceivable that the
Student Government could replace the
company that now has the concession.
The initial cost and operating procedures
required for such a venture should be
(Ooatlaaed
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EC LE.CT I C
Some people at Fairtleld would like to see a change. That's
nice. But there is an institution involved that Is working on traditional grounds, and it has a built in right to do so unless the
tradition is changed from within. So the ultimatum becomes cleer
once this is remembered: It is necessary to work from within an
existing establishment or bid adieu.
The United States has been in error and other countries have
been right, (lest we forget there are other oountries and they exist
too), and so on it goes that certain people and universities have
been wrong while others have been correct. It has been said that
when one knows what his problems are he is half way to solving
them, and there are problems that certain Institutions have that
they do not know they have. It remains for us to discover the prot>.
!ems, to seek for their discovery, and to listen to those that have
discovered. Problems are hidden things that slowly kill us, and
sometimes we do not know when it is we die.
One of the things that we must cope with is the unfortunate
situation that things cannot be changed for the better health of
us all. Change that comes too slowly often comes too late even
though it brings token dustpans along for the dust. Also, change
that comes too suddenly can be irrevocably damaging and its
very rashness be its tombstone.
These are the elements which we must sift. A pleasure loving
society cannot afford not to think. Thinking is its only survival
kit. Be careful not to "judge" new thought too quickly unless you
intend to be judged by the new thinkers, and maybe left for your
impetuosity to rot. Pleasure loving and complacency comes naturally. It is only thinking that comes rationally and is it thinking
that we do?
There is a problem that C.
from a rostrum at Westminster
problem which we must grasp
1980's unless the following are

P. Snow has pointed at recently
College in Fulton, Missouri. The
is that of world famine in the
met:

1. A concerted effort by the rich countries to produce food,
money, technical assist~ce for the poor of the world.
2. An etfort by the poor countries themselves on the lines of
India and Pakistan to revolutionize their food production.

11

11Vok: We shill he -INNOVATORS_
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Whose Security?
The recent series of thefts that has been taking place in and
around the various campus parking lots is only one more reason why
the security force of this university needs drastic revision. We cannot
understand how the present security force has been unable to surprise
the culprits even once, despite the fact that the breaks are numerous
enough for even an unsuspecting stroller to unknowingly chance upon
such an attempt.
While the security force has an extremely poor record of apprehending those who threaten our security, they have an unblemished
record of implementing ambitious ticket-blitzes to insure the security
of the businessmen's Loyola parking spaces. We wonder whether they
see their function here as primarily to insure our security or that of
administrative employees.
The parking lot behind Campion Hall and the New Dorm last
week was the scene of the most expensive break to date. The theft of
$200 worth of auto accessories might have been prevented had Mr.
Griffin allowed the student involved to park his car in front of Campion where there are lights. The same student had been refused such
permission two weeks earlier in a talk with Mr. Griffin in which the
former expressed concern over the lack of parking lights in the area.
The lights in this lot will go up eventually, we suppose, but in
the meantime is the a dministration ready to assume responsibility for
the security of student vehicles? We hope so. We suggest that the
administration take a close look at the effectiveness of their "security" force and take immediate steps to remedy th e situation.
In the meantime we urge a ll students who own cars to disregard
their assigned lots and park their cars where they feel they will be
afforded the most protection. If the administration refuses to accept
responsibility for our cars it th ereby cedes its right to regulate OQI'
parking.

3.An etfort by the poor countries - with all the assistancP
that can be provided - to reduce or stop their population increase, with a corresponding reduction in the population increase
in the rich countries.

This is his ultimatum and one of a statesman, novelist,
philosopher, and scientist. It is the Malthus theory again, but
old cliches have a way of popping up once more, and Snow says
that unless these points are met, "Many millions of people in the •
poor countries are going to starve to death before our eyes, or to
complete the domestic picture, we shall see them doing so upon our
television sets." He continues saying, "One hears young people
asking for a cause." I might add, "Does one?" But anyway, ne
gives it to- us: "It is the duty of all the rest of us, and perhaps
m ost of all of the generations which are going to live in what is
now the future, to keep before the world its long term fate. Peace.
Food. No more people than the earth can take. That is the cause."
Yes, it is a cause, and also our duty, but no one likes that word.
It means effort and how many people like to exert themselves on
something cooperative today? Most people only have time to
devote to self, and that really is not very devotional.
Time must be taken on both short and long range to cope
cooperatively with problems that are not on the individual level
today, but unless we face them on a cooperative level soon they
will be on our individual doorsteps tomorrow with sickle in hand.
The grim reaper will take his due from each of us individually
unless such problems as world famine be met now cooperatively,
and between the nations of the world, and between the town
councils in the states, and between universities the world wide,
and between roommates. (and other combinations, you might think
of.)
C. P. Snow foresees three end results If thll ultimatum is not
met. They are:
1. That the superpowers will continue their arms race and
famine will take charge.
2. That agricultural science will give mankind a generation's
breathing space to think things over.
3. That the world will break out of the seige of clique or
individualistic selfish thinking to make the sacrifices necessary to
avert disaster.
The "sacrifices necessary" are the three points Hsted before.
It remains for us to make the "third future" a possibility which

C. P. Snow sadly doubts will come to pass. We must rationally
consider his three steps and put an end to our own individual
cliques, our country's internal break up, and the world's common
disunity so that working cooperatively we shall be able to solve.
this the world's first problem.
For the choice (as are most) la: Uve or die.
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More Letters to the Editor
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what motivates the ruggers, why do they
put up with so much punishment, and
why do so many young men try out for
the team every season. Perhaps I can
give him some accurate answers.

hp I

investigated before beine rejected.
It is possible that this particular Student Government is not now, and never
will be, capable of running the bookstore.
If so, let us then search for other means
of financially aiding the Government.
Perhaps running the game room would
be an alternative.
Our main contention is that the Fairfield University Student Government
must be financially independent in order
to achieve its goals. We suggest that
Mr. Howe look into the possibilities
available to make the Student Government a power in its own right
Tbomaa L ConNy, ''Jl
IUchard F. MlllteUo, '11

• • •

Rugger's Reply
To the Editor:
In Shaun Harrington's column concerning the Fairfield Rugby Club which
appeared in last weeks Stag, he asked

False Report
(OontiBued from Pare'>

since Fairfield University's birth
over a decade ago, its student
enrollment has grown to such
proportions that the administration now feels it should have a
security director on campua."
8ltaatloll l!xplalne4

Hr. ZeJa, who wu appointed
ba Aupat, explable4 the altu-

UCJL "Whea I Ant eame here
of the th1np I wu reapoD·
alble for, wu the m&IDteDADce
of eecurlty. I thoucht that the
oae man who Ia In charge of U,
OM

Georce Maloaey, wu overwork·
ed 110 I tlloalht I woaW relieve
bJm somewhat."
He continued, "after examining all functions under my responsibility I came up with the
idea of a safety program which
would encompus such things
as ftre, ftrlt aid and therefore
the total safetY of the people
who live here, I talked to various people and one of them,
Chief McManus, offered suggestions. Since I was still exploring I told him I would contact
h1m later."
Not Top Prlorlt)'
Mr. Zeyn. after look!D&' at la1a
reapoulbWUea, decided that
whUe aalety wu lmportllllt, It
wu aot top priority. "Therefore," he aald, "' deferred tlae
utety prorram lndebltely aad
nottled the chief. I d011't Jmow
h ow or why tlae atory wu pabUahed. It wu alaatecl aad tile
paper dlcba' t check with ua ID.
regard to Ita vallcKty."

ACKLEY'S ATLANTIC
SERVICE STATION
Cor. Post ltoed
and South leMon
Fairfiekf, Conn.

Phone 259-Mn
For Roed Semce
Tune-Up Is Our Specielity
MA
SElVICE

To many of the members of the Rugby
Club, rugby takes presidence over all
other activities; they actually live for
the game and the club. Week after
week they are called on to give their
thne, money, a.n d energy to keep the
dtganization on its feet. They can often
be seen washing uniforms, groming the
ft~ld, selling buttons or shirts to raise
mbney, or straining to get in good
enough shape" to play winning rugby.
Then, aftet facing the best competition
in the East on Saturdays, when others
would rest, they again volunteer to help.
I suppose that there is, as Mr. Harrington says, a deep pride involved. It is
true that there is more than just a beer
for a reward. As far as I can see it is
the thrill that comes with knowing that
you are a part of the- best. I am sure

that everyone knows the Tom Crowleys,
Steve Canes, and Quinnie Murphys, but
there are some guys in the club whose
names never appear on the sports page,
and yet, without whom the club could
not go on. I only wish there were room
to mention all of them now. It is obvious
why the Rugby Club is a success.
But the members of the club are not
the only reason why the ruggers just
completed their most successful season
ever. Long before the opening kickoff,
the Rugby Club re-ceived help from various individuals and groups who deserve
to be thanked. In every instance in
which the Admi.n istration was asked for
assistance, they were extre.m ely cooperative. Mr. Bisacca and the Athletic Association were willing to aid us when
we needed them. The Student Government also granted us $250 to help defray
the cost of insurance for our players.
We were quite fcrtunate 1n having an
interested and active moderator in Mr.
Paul I. Davis. To all these people go
our sincere thanks.

There is another group of people who
give a tremendous lift to the ruggen
both on the field and off. The Student
Body has been encouraging the club on
the field and supporting them financially
since the club's inception in 1963. Thanks
for this season, and I hope to see you
all down by the pond for an undefated
Spring season.
It would be unfair at this point not
to mention my six roommates who patiently put up with "rugby headquarters"
and its various inconveniences. Thanks
are also in order to Steve Carre, Club
Secretary and hardest worker in the
organization. No one person has put
more into Fairfield Rugby than has
Steve.
These are some the forces behind a
successful campus activity. I am grate-ful to all, and to The Stag for recognizing us and them.
Slaeerely,
BW CoaaoD.y
Presldeat, F.U.B.F.O.

Julian Bond and Peter, Paul & Mary to Appear
OOiltlnued from Pace 1
in the second anniversary celebration of the inauguration of
the late President Kennedy and
performed at a dinner given
for U Thant at the White
House by President Johnson.

In&' famlllar aonp auag with
creater pollah aad map!Aecl
souL It Ia Peter, Paul aad Mary

In concert.
Tickets are on sale in the
Student Government Office at

the Fairfield University Campus Center dally from 1 :00
p.m. to 5:00 p.m.

Gold Albuma

P eter, Paul and Mary have
appeare-d on numeroua network
television programs and have
been awarded four gold records
for their albums "Peter, Paul
and Mary," "Moving," " In the
Wind" and "Peter, Paul and
Mary In Concert"
Despite this stunning success,
their deep-rooted feeling that
folk music is a "beautiful, emotional way to communicate one's
love for people," remainl the
same as it was the night that
they opened at the Bitter End.

Loac Popalartty
During the past seven years,
Peter, Paul and Mary have refused to remain static. They
have continued to grow and
modify their mus1c, and in so
doing influence public taste. It
is this refusal to stand stm
which has enabled them to remain popular while so many
of their contemporaries ot the
"folk years" have VaJII-;hed.
There Ia aa added elemeat Ia
a Peter, Paul aad Mary COil·
cert which Ia lmpoealble to capo
ture oa the wax recordlnp, the
feelln&' of k:ID.ahlp aad rapport
which develos- betweea tile
audleace aad the artlsta durtar
the eoane of the performaDce;
It Ia the thrUl of aeeln&' three
performen who have atatecl
"we have aever performed a
aonr wblch d1cJ aot move • ·
either emoUoully or cerelwal·
))';" It Ia tile pleuare of heuo

Waiter PosltU.ns
Great oppurtunity for ambit·
ious, alert young men looking
for early evening work.
Approx 25-40 hrs. per week.
Must be 21 years of age.
Apply 3-S p.m. Tues. Sun.
Pepper Mill Steak House
li'OO E. State St. (Post Rd.)
Westport, Conn.

Make
II
both

ways!
YOU CAN MAKE GOOD
AND DO GOOD IN AN ITNA CAREER
Insurance is a service business. It serves people. Whatever your major, you can satisfy your pocketboo·k and
your conscience in one of these basic career areas:

e ADMINISTRATIVE
e ANALYTICAL
e SALES MANAGEMENT
If you'd like to hear more about doing your thing at
)Etna, here's what to do:

• Ask for a copy of "Your Own Thing"
at your Placement office.
• Make an appointment to see
our representative. He'll be
on campus on:

OUR CONCEJlN IS PEOPLE

-

UFE & CASWU.TV

An Equal Opportunity Employer and A Pl~s for Progress CompanJ

...
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WVOF Revises Reporting
With Eye To Versatility

.

~

By BIC BAKER

" Unless we start along the lines of responsible student reporting the Administration and Faculty will not respect us. T hey are not going to regard us as a vital
means of communication." These are th e words of Richard Makse, program director and station manager of WVOF. H e believes that unless the news department becomes more versatile and more oriented to campus reporting the f uture
growth of WVOF will be stymied.
Describing WVOF'a function
as that of "provldinl a service
to those living on campus," Mr.
Makse feels that the Radio
Club achieves its goal thr ough
ita Music, News, and Sports
Departments. However, the sta·
tion manager feels that the
radio club is "more entertainment oriented" than h e would
Wee.
News Coverace
In order to rectity this situation the News Department is
being reorganized. News programs are being planned for on
the hour broadcasts of campus
news. It is the aim of the News
Department being directed by
Bob Harper to provide responsible commentary on those subjects that provide student interest. WVOF hopes to 11.11 the
lapse of time between the weekly printing of The Stag in reporting the news. 'lbe staff
hopes to develop to the stage
where they can successfully
maintain a program of on the
spot commentary and r eporting
of news pertinent to all segments of the University's family.
Another segment of WVOF

is being channeled into special
broadcasts. Recent examples of
such special shows are the open
forum with Mr. Gr11rin and the
live interview with Mr. Robert
Emerich, director of the P laybouse and members of the «*rt
Of ''Philadelphia, Here I Come."
The objective of the interview
with Mr. Emerich and cast was
to help make students aware of
the work and dedication tha t is
DeceSSary for Fairfield to have
a Playhouse of its calibre. Special broadcasts which will take
place in the near future will be
the University of Bridgeport
Jazz Workshop Show on December 4 from the Oak Room,
Julian Bond's speech on December 5, and on Dece.m ber 12
an Open H ouse celebrating the
third anniversary ol WVOF.
Sport. Coverace IDereue
Michael Dougherty '71, Jn

Accounting Majors!
New York State Comptroller
has professional audit•ng vacancies. Competitive Salary
Structure. Quarlfying for
CPA eum. State residency
NOT req_uired. Recruiter on
campus December 13. (S.e
Placement Director to sc:fted.
ule interviews.

GRASSMERE
PHARMACY
80 POST ROAD
Cor. Grdsmerc Ave.

HEALTH, SUPPLIES
Shaving, dnd Toiletries

DRUGS
Cdll

CL 9-5000

- - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - charge. of the Sports Depart- or on tape, all the home games,
ment, feels that his department plus all the away games except
broadcasts receive the largest those over the vacation. 'Ibis o.t
audience. In response to the course is dependent upon our
student's n eeds the Sports De- financial position." Games to be
partment has increased its broadcast in the near future
schedule th.is year. During the are: the Fairleigh Dickinson
fall the Radio Club covered all Universicy game on December
the away games of the Fair- 4, the St. Joseph's College game
field University Club Football on December 7, and the Stags'
team. Presently it is covering home opener on December 11
the Hockey Club and will against King's college. WVOF
broadcast Basketball games also plans on covering the
later on this year. "At this time Hockey Club game against
we plan to broadcast, either live Adelphi this Friday.

Richard M.akse, WVOF S tatton Man11.ger, broadC&a tB over the
newly-arrived console.
(Photo by .John Colahan)

The Music Department is
headed by AI Wuthenow, who
is assisted by Frank Fortney
and Tom Krazit. It is this department who is responsible for
most of the 73 hours of broadcast .time that the Radio Club
is on the air. They endeavor to
provide music to satisfY as
many tastes as possible - from

Bach, to the Beatles, to Big
Brother and the Holding Company.
WVOF maintains a schedule
of broadcasts from 8-10 a.m. on
weekdays and from 3-12 p.m.
every day of the week. It is
located in suite 300 o.f Loyola
Hall and may be heard on 900
on your AM radio dial.

The CPA,
aqui_
et
revolutionary.
In the last few years business has
changed as much as skirt lengths. So
has the work of the CPA.
Today the CPA helps solve a host
of problems rising from new technology (including the computer) and the
changing social scene.
He must be able to develop and
interpret a wide range of economic
data as a basis for decision-making
and corporate planning.
If you are a creative thinker, with
a strong analytical ability, accountancy may be the profession for you.
You might join an independent
accounting firm, serving a varied list
of clients, perhaps becoming a partner eventually. Or you might start
your own practice.
Or you might become a key man
on the management team of a business, or join a non-profit enterprise,
or work in education or government.
What other profession offers so
many choices?
You can select college courses
that can lead to your CPA certificate
soon after you graduate. Or you can
go on to graduate school. Ask your
faculty advisor about it.
If you'd Iike to learn more about
the work of a CPA, we'll send you a
booklet with the whole CPA story.
Just drop a card or note to: Conn.
Society of CPAs, 179 Allyn St., Suite
501, Hartford, Connecticut 06103.

The Connecticut Society of
Certified Public Accountants

MEN AND WOMEN

1.1
FIND OUT
AT THE

N;Jtittii;JI

t~;JI'CCI'
I~XItttsitittll
NEW YORK COLISEUM
DECEMBER 5-8
Soonyou'll be talkin& seriouslywith employers'
representatives about specific career opportunities.
Before you do, come to the National Career Exposition and eet a better
overall picture of what's around and what's bein& offered. It will &ive
you Just the broad base of Information you need to help decide exactly
In which direction to move.
MEET MANY Or AMERICA' S FOREMOST EMPLOYERS•. .
SEE EXCITING EXHIBITS, DISPLAYS AHD FILMS. Some of the

best presentations In business, industry and the public sector will be seen durin&
the Exposition.
TAKE PART IN DAILY CAREER WORKSHOPS.

Talk with experts who know the answers about resumes, interviews, Job evaluations and
other topics of Importance to you. Among others: Helen Ashley, Supervisor, Career
Planning Unit, Professional Placement Center, Hew York State Employment Service;
Grover Clark, Personnel Director, Beth Israel Medical Center, Hew York; Dr. Jerome S.
Fink, Director, Career Guiduce and Placement, State University of Hew York at Buffalo;
Lawrence A. lansner, Placement Director, Bernard M. Baruch Colle&e of C.U.H.Y.; Ben R.
Parrish, Vice President, Public ~elations, National Executive Search, Inc.; Douelas A.
Spe.er, Manaeer of College Relations, American Airlines, HewYork.
THURSDAY 8:00 PM.
SATURDAY 10:00 A.M. and 4:00 P.M.
FRIDAY
4:00 P.M. and 8:00 P.M.
SUNDAY 4:00P.M. and 7:00 P.M.
8ET A COPY or TBE ltlt NCE CJUtEER
DlltECTORY.

GET IN ON FOUR DAYI OF ACTIOK
AHD JOB CONTACTS.

ENTER AN EXCITING DRAWING.

All·expense paid trip to Nassau ... plus dozens of other prizes.
ADMISSION IS FREE.

No char~es. Saw time. Relfster by completiltl this fo rm . . . mall It today. Or yea m y realster at tile door.

rI ---------,
.. w""""'""'· .....·-••• ..... I
NATIONAL CAREft...-ITION

MANY OF AMERICA' S FOREMOST
EMPLOYERS WILL BE THERE, INCLUDING .. .

·~

AMERICAN AIRLINES
BETH ISRAEL HOSPITAL
CITY OF NEW YORK
E. I. DUPONT EDISON BROS.
GOODBODY a CO.
HOWARD JOHNSON
LIPTON TEA MERRILL LYNCH I

II
II
._.

ICI II
I
_________
I

~

NAME

ADDRESS
CITY

COLLEGE/ UNIVERSITY

STATE

ZIP _ __

METROPOLITAN LIFE
NATL. COUNCIL OF CH1JifCHES
PEACE CORPS PENNEYS
PRUDENTIAL LIFE
UNION TANK CAR
UNITED MERCHANTS A MFRS.
U.S. TREASURY DEPT. VIKO&

......
I

THURS. Dee. 5: 1 PM·10 PM • Fll . Dee. 1: 10 AM·10 PM • SAT. Dee. 7: 10 Alii.. PM • SUN. D ~ . ~~ 1 PM·t PM
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STAG OPPONENTS ANALYZED
CootlDued from Page 18
of Bridgeport. Magaletta is
called on in the clutch to score
with hill familiar 15 footers
from the foul line, his uncanny
short jumpers in the lane or
from the close baseline. The
combination of Magaletta and
Gibbons will be of prime importance as they represent the
only returning duo that saw
consistent action last season.
Sanabria Returns
Expected to take up the rebounding slack created by the
loss of Jones, Crenshaw, and
Kenney iJ 6' 7" junior Rick
Sanabria, who returns after a
year's absence due to academic
difficulties. His record at Fairfield includes a brilliant freshman season and his impressive
varsity performances against
Niagara (23 points and 16 rebounds) and Loyola of New Orleans (20 points and 16 rebounds) . The Malverne High
graduate from Long Island is
counted on to furnish sorely
needed inside scoring punch in
addition to his better than average outside shot. Rick must
clear the boards against such
taller opponents as Bob Lanier
(6' 11", St. Bonaventure) and
Phil Washington (6' 9'', Duquesne) if the Stag fast break
is to be effective. Rick will also
be called upon to set picks and
pass to cutters from his high
or low post positions.
'lbe "sophomore to watch"' is
6'6" Mark Frazer, a forward,
who set the total points scored
record for the frosh last year,
whfle averaging 24.5. Mark is
an adept outside shooter and
ball-handler and Coach Lynam
hopes to develop him into •
strong Inside man to capitalize
on tus maneuverability. The exSt. Augustine's, New York star
can be a vital cog In the Stag
rebounding game if he is able
to match strength with the op.
posing veterans against whom
he must compete.
Another Phlladelphla product
is 6'1" guard, Sam King, a
graduate of Father Judge.
King is one ot the moet outstanding defensive ballplayers
In Stag hlstory, as displayed by
his uncanny ability to steal the
ball as an integral part of the
Stag press that was irutiated in
the upset of Villanova last Dec.
16. Sam entered that game in
the last five minutes and turned
in three k ey steals to combine
with Gibbons and Jones for the
come-from-behind victory. Sam
also bolstered the pressing defense in the victories over Holy
Cross, and Niagara. In the Niagara game, he snapped an 81~
deadlock with three minutes to
play when he sank two foul
shots. 0n· offense, the junior
guard is an adept passer and
playmaker in addition to being
a deadly free throw shooter
<88% last year) .
Leading the quartet of returning lettermen is J. C. Dennis, a
6' 3" senior who is pressing for
a starting berth. His tremendous leaping ability gives him
versatility as be is equally at
horne In front (the comer) or
back court. Another challenging ballplayer, who can crack
the starting lineup is the 6' 3"
"Blond Bomber" from Meriden,
Conn., Jim Hessel. H essel started on several occasions last
year, most notably a 20 point
6utburst in his debut 8iainst

Stonehlll. Jim depends on
"downtown" jumpers and the
flashy junior thrilled the fans
with four straight 25 footers in
the opening moments of the
Fordham game. Art "Aabo'.
Good looms as a strong backup
man for Sanabria at the center
spot. The burly 6' 7" junior
from Massachusetts hopes to
rebound from his injury-plagued season of a year ago. More
help on the front line comes
from 6' 6" Rich Schoenbeck
from Westboro, Mass. The
lanky junior figures to see considerable action at the center
and forward positions.
Newcomers to the varsity in·
elude Tom Purcell, Tom Finch,
and seven-foot Bill McGee,
Sophomore Purcell was particularly impressive in the second
half of last year's freshman
campaign, registering several
20 point games. The 6' 4" forward provides extra bench
strength for the front court.
Tom Finch, a local star from
Norte Dame in Bridgeport, supplies added depth in the backcourt. Finch moved in to replace

Leo's (Fla.), and an improved
East Carolina.
This Wednesday the Stags
continue their road show, journeying to Fairleigh Dickinson
to meet the Knights who fell
to the Stags 84-78 a YellE ago.
The Knights have lost 6' 6"
Reggie Foster and backcourt
star AI Patierno. This year's
squad will be built around veterans Ron Branch (6' 2"), two
6' 5" seniors, Charlie Zolot and
Ken Wangler, and guard Ron
Kist who takes over for Patierno. Lack of height and depth
suggest that the Knights might
be the Stags second victim.
St. Joseph's
The Stags continue to look
homeward as they ta.k e on St.
Joseph's in their third straight
road tilt, this time in the City
of Brotherly Love, which has
never been very brotherly when
it comes to basketball. The
Stags will be out to avenge last
season's 82-78 setback, while
fresh in the Hawks' memories
will be the stunning 88-68
thumping inflicted by Fairfield
two years ago to end a long

vantage, the Hawk fans must
be seen to be believed, will
serve to make this the first stiff
test for the Stags.
King's College

The Stags then make the
briefest of stops as a one-game
homestand
inaugurates the
home season on Dec. 11 against
King's College of Pa. King's,
attempting to go "big-time," engages Notre Dame the week
before they visit Stagland. In
both cases they appear to have
overstepped their class and the
Stags, enjoying the homecourt
advantage for the first time,
should emerge victorious.
St. Francis
Saturday, Dec. 14, the Stags
hit the road again; destination
Loretto, Pa., where the Frankies will be seeking to reverse
last year's 87-82 loss. As in the
case of St. Joe's, the homecourt
poses a significant menace to
any visitor. The Frankies affectionately refer to their fieldbouse as the "Mosque" and at
least one irate coach can tell
you how appropriate that label
is - Coach Don Kennedy vow-

hopefully strike down Bob Cousy and his Eagles who are ''rebuilding," but one might say
lhat half the house is aiready
buill The Eagles will no doubt
miss Steve Adelman, Jack
Kvancz, Jim Kissane, and Steve
Kelleher, from the '67-68 squad
that dumped Fairfield 90-76.
But Terry Driscoll and diminutive Billy Evans should provide
the punch for Cooz's men. Driscoll, the 6' 7" pivotman averaged 17.8 points and 12.9 rebounds. Evans returns after a
bout with mononucleosis. Supporting these two seniors are
6' 4" junior Bob Dukiet who
sports a 14 point average, soph
Frank Fitzgerald at 6' 7" who
scored at a 20.2 clip for the
frosh, and highly-touted sophomore guard Jim O'Brien. This
contest will be the first in the
New Haven Arena, where two
years ago the Stags threw quite
a scare into the Eagles, who,
ruffled in the first half, managed to pull away late in the
second. Cousy will have bitter
memories of Jim Brown who
led the Stags to victory three
years ago in B.C.'s Chestnut
Hill homecourt opener.
Vermont
On December 21 the Stags
pack their bags again and are
off to Vermont to tangle with
the Catamounts, a new eddition to this year's schedule. The
Catamounts compiled a s..5
Yankee Conference mark and
were 12-12 overall. The predominantly junior squad must
replace high scorer and rebounder Bill Librera (16.6
points per game). The backcourt should be solid with Dave
Lapointe (15.4) and Frank Martiniuk (15.4) manning the guns.
The problem lies in the forecourt where poor rebounding
and foul trouble have consistently plagued the Catamounts. Last
year's showing was Vermont's
best in ten years and, with its
front court problems, this one
may have to struggle to ap.
proach .500. The Stags sh ould
walk away with a Christmas
present here.
Holy CroN

The Stags greet the New Year
with another road show, this
time in Worcester, Mass., where
Tho 1968-69 Falrftold Unlvonlty baskotba.ll team. Standing from left a.re: Trainer, P eter DIthey meet the Holy Cross CruOrio, Manager WUllam Ottaviani, Wayne Gibbons, Thomas Finch, Thomas Purcell, Rlcha.rd
saders on Jan. 4. Coach Jack
Schonbeck, Mark Frazer, Rlcha.rd Sanabria, Wllllam McGee, Arthur Good, Frank Magalotta,
Donohue should have one of
.James Dennla, .James H essel, Samuel King, and Freshman Coacll Don DLJulla. Kneellng: Coach
New England's toughest squads
.James Lynam and Captain .James Brown.
as he tries to improve upon last
year's 15-8 mark, and avenge
Bob Kanski in the latter half home court winning streak for ed that his St. Peter's Peacocks the 65-63 loss to the Stags.
of the frosh season and turned St. Joe's. Holdovers Dan Kelly would never again play at Lo-1 Leading a sparse crop of re(whose brother Bob is expected retto due to the cramped court turnees is Ed Siudct, a two
in several outstanding j obs.
and alleged poor lighting. time all-New England pick,
Junior Bill McGee makes his to star for the Stag freshmen)
Lights, or no lights, St. Francis who at 6' 7" averaged 23.2 scorvarsity debut this year. Coach and Mike Hauer are the nucleus
seems at least equal to last ing inside and outside with his
Lynam is working to improve
of a squad that must compen- year's version, which finished unique jumping hook shots.
the weak points in McGee's
19-6. Returning Frankies in- Trying to atone for the loss of
game and to use his height to sate for the loss of Billy Declude 6' 1'~ Norm Vanlier (18.8), Keith Hochstein and Jim MurAngelis
(12
per
game)
and
Mike
advantage in the pivot.
Kempski {8.9). Kelly (17.7) 6' 7" Larry Lewis (17.4 points ray is a talented and tali crop
The Fairfield Stags embarked and Hauer (17.8), who were and 17.7 rebounds, sixth in the of sophs. Bob Kissane, who
on a rugged 26 game campaign both all-conference and All-Big nation), and southpaw Bill broke all of brother Jim's reclast night when they traveled Five selections, will most likely Snodgrass (17.0), whose long ords at Chaminade High on
to battle the "Chiefs" of Stone- be complemented by sophs John left-handed sets were most ef- Long Island, appears ready to
hill, the first of 15 road op. Connolly, 6' 6" candidate for fective in last year's contest. step in at forward where his
ponents as opposed to only 11 center, Jack Snyder, 6' 2" Mike Copeland, a 6' 10" soph, 6' 8" size will add board
home games, a factor not to be guard, and Eric Mitchell, 6' 5" with a year of varsity experi- strength for the Crusaders while
easily dismissed. The rigors of forward. Although Coach Jack ence as a frosh, is expected to his smooth outside shot will
travel Is an aspect of basketball McKinney has more height than share the rebounding load with make him troublesome to the
life that the Stags will become his 17-9 club of a year ago, in- Lewis. It will take a high scor- defense. Just to make sure H.C.
increasingly familiar with this experience, especially at the ing effort by the Stags to dim won't have to look up to many
the Frankies' home victory opponents are sophs Don Sasso
season. This year's schedule in- center spot, makes it unlikely
cludes five changes: Houston, that the Hawks will provide a lights.
(6' 8") Pete Knapp (6' 7") and
Dayton, Xavier, St. Mary's rude awakening for Coach LyJohn
Harlin (6' 7') . Add to that
Boston College
(Calif.), and R ider have been nam's homecoming. However,
list soph Jack Adams (22.3 for
replaced by Kings (Pa.), Uni- the slick Kelly and strong
The Stags make another hit- the frosh) and you have a
versity of Vermont, Iona, St. Hauer plus the homecourt ad- and-run stop at Fairfield to
Continued on Page 14
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Questionable Cage Season Begins
Cont.lnued from Page 13
young but impressive club. At
6' 1", Adams seems to be the
field general for the Crusaders.
The Stags may have board
troubles here and consequently
the fast break could suffer. So
the Stags will rely mainly on
their press against a bigger but
slower Crusader five.
lona
The Stags continue on the
road against the Iona Gaels,
members of the Met Conference
who recorded a 13-9 mark last
winter. Key returnee is Bob
McMahon (16.3) , a 6'0" guard
who will be joined in the back
court by slick 5' 6" playmaker
John Carey (7.5). 6' 6" Bill McGugins, leading rcbounder a
year ago holds down the center
post and veterans Tony Morgan
(9.7) at 6' 5" and 6' 3" New
O'Connell (9.4) occupy the forward posts. J oe Mazella (20.9)
at 6' 3" and 6' 4" Artie Wiggins
(19.7) lead a talented inftux ot
sophs from Iona's '67-68 Met
Conference freshman champs.
Gael experience should give the
Stags something to ponder.
Bridgeport
This hom~and-away series
starts on Jan. 11 at U.B. where
the Purple Knights have always
been tough, last year being no
exception as it took some last
minute heroics by Jones and
Magaletta to salvage a 76-74
win. At home U.B. fell 66-58
earlier in the campaign. Led by
6' 6" senior Gary Baum (20.1)
the Purple Knights hope to better their school record pace of
a year ago (19-8). Bruce Webster can look to returnees Bob
Fauser (11.4) at 6' 4", 6' 5" forward Tom Finn (5.5) and team
quarterback 5' 10" Tony Barone
(10.8). Replacing guard John
Brill and his 18 point average

will be the task of junior Rufus
Wells and soph Bill Rubs. Otht>r
sophs who will see considerable
action are 6' 7" John FosterBey and six-foot Jack Kisch
who led the yearlings to an
18-1 season, including a pair of
decisions over the Stag frosh.
The Stags should duplicate last
year's performance, completing
the sweep when U.B. comes
crosstown on Feb. 24.
American
The Stags will be out to make
amends for the 83-72 thrashing
they absorbed from the Eagles
last season when American invades Fairfield on Jan. 13. Coming off a 14-12 ledger a year
ago, the Eagles are counting on
co-captains Terry Hill (10.3), a
5' 10" guard and Gordon Stiles
(13.7), a 6' 3" forward, their
only returning starters. Junior
Vince Schafmeister, 6' 8" will
have to assume the rebounding
duties left by graduated 7' 1"
Art Beatty. The other vacancies will be filled by junior college newcomers Dan DuVal and
Bill Kagarise at 6' 3" and 6' 00"
respectively. Promising sophs
include Reid Fader (13.8) and
Mike Graham (9.1). Overall
height, experience, and depth
are lacking in a unit that has
never played together. Stags
convincingly.
St. Leo's
On Jan. 15 St. Leo's of Florida provides the competition in
our gym. St. Leo's is in its second varsity season, having compiled a 10-5 record in their Initial campaign. This year's edition is a sophomore-junior squad
with experience as a unit. In
addition, Leo's has recruited
some transfers from Chicago.
The Stags should chalk up third
straight victory in as many
campus appearances.

J. 0. Dennis scores from the
charity stripe. The 6'S", 185
pound veraatlle performer
was the only Junior on last
. winter's squad and should see
considerable action ~ year.
(Photo by Jim Berne.)

season, should be tough through- junior who averaged 17.0. The
out this time around, with r~ ex-New Jersey school boy star
turning starters Johnny Jone:. added 10.2 rebounds. Joining
(20.4) at 6' 4" leaper, 6' 7" cen- Adrion up front are 6' 4" forter Jim Mcintosh, 6' 5' forwards wards Jim Supple (13.1) and
Sammy Simms (injured in pre Rick Cannon (6.9). The guards
season) and Frank McCall. The are 5' 11" Mike Laska (5.1)
guard spots are occupied by and 5' 10" Don Weber (20.3)
Frank Gillen (5.4), a driving as a frosh . Lack of height and
playmaker who is a defensive depth figure to help the Stags
standout, and Bobby Melchion- reverse last year's outcome.
ni (6.0). An excellent group of
Duquesne
sophs may steal a few starting
The Dukes storm into the
berths from these veterans. Arena on Feb. 3 with last seaTops among them is 6' 8" Howie son's 90-67 drubbing of the
Porter who led the frosh with Stags to give them confidence.
30 points and 21 rebounds a The '68-69 version appears to
game. Mr. Lynam gives him be at least as strong as last
the "can't miss" tag and tabs year's 18-7 N.I.T. bunch, d~
him a sure fire all-American be- spite the loss of top-scorer Ron
fore he's through. Clarence Guziak. Four starters return:
Smith (19.2) at 6' 5", John Fox 6' 4" Moe Barr (15.2), 6' 2" Bil6' 3" (16.5), and Hal Watson ly Zopf, 5'9", Gary Major
6' 4" (injured last year, but a
(7.8), and top rebounder Phil
prep school sensation) are oth- Washington (13.4) also at 6' 9".
er sophs who figure prominent- Coach Red Manning rates soph
ly in Kraft's plans. All of this Jarrett Durham (21.1 as a
impressive fir~power is coupled frosh) as his best prospect since
with a defense that was seventh Willie Somerset (now in the
best in the nation. One needs a ABA with the Houston Mavemagnifying glass to find a sig- ricks). The 6' 5" Durham will
nificant weakness in this club. see plenty of action as will a
A peak performance by the set of 6' 10" twins - sophs
Stags in the Arena on Jan. 28 Gary (18.8) and Barry (15.7)
could produce an upset that Nelson. The Dukes, who round
would serve as a resilient out the thre~game home stand
springboard for the second half (longest of the year for the
of the season.
Stags), are, along with Villanova, the Stags most awesome
Georgetown
The Hoyas of Georgetown rivals, and it will demand anfollow on the heels of Villanova other superior showing by the
and encounter the Stags in New Stags to send the Dukes home
Haven on Feb. 1. Georgetown defeated.
capped our disastrous trip to
St. Bonaventure
D.C. last year with a 78-61
No Stag fan will soon forget
romp. That unit has lost Bruce the heart - stopping farewell
Stinebrickner (12.6) and Den- game last season when Jones·
nis Ceasar (15.0) who led the attempt to tie the Bonnies in
Hoyas to an 11-12 mark. Coach overtime with a third straight
Jack McGee will rely heavily free throw fell off the rim, givupon 6' 6" Charlie Adrion, a
ConUnnedonPagel5

Fordham

After exams the. Stags take
to the road to engage the Rams
of Fordham on Jan. 26. In one
of their most erratic games of
last year, the Stags lost to Fordham 62-55 in the Arena. Coach
Ed Conlin Inherits last year's
N.I.T. club from J ohn Bach.
His chances of duplicating their
19-8 mark hinge on the pel'formances of veterans Bob Kellert (12.6), who is 6' 5", and
6' 4" Bob Cassour (4.2) up
front and 6 7" Dennis Witkowski in the middle, with 6' 3"
Pat Raftery and 6' 1" Frank
McLaughlin <12.9) at the
guards. Some of the slack ~
ated by the loss of Bill Langheld (16.9) and defensive star
K en Parker may be taken up
by sophs Bill Mainor, who at
6 2" led the frosh (21.7) and
6'5" Bob Larbes (12.3).
VlllaDova

Streak-shooter James Ressel (22) pumps ln a long one ln
last season's pivotal triumph of Holy 01'088, 85·63. Slap'
Wayne Glbbon.l, &lao a junior ~. looks on. (Photo by
JJm Reme.)

Leading off the second half
of the season is a contest with
the Wildcats of Villanova, who
figure to be our strongest opponent. Picked by the experts
to rank In the top 10 nationally,
the 'Cats will have the added
Incentive of reversing last year's
upset loss to the Stags, 63-62.
J ack Kraft's squad is loaded
and seems assured of its eighth
consecutive post season tourney. Only Joe Crews is absent
from last season's 19-9 N.I.T.
entry which reversed a dismal
1-7 start. The 'Cats, always
tough in the latter half of the

Flashy Wayne Gibbons makes a driving jump ahot In laat
year's humiliating defeat to the Boston College Eagles. Bob
Cousy's ftve will be here Wedneada.y, December 18. (Photo
by Jim Reme.)
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·1968-69 Foes
Continued from Page 14
ing them an undefeated 23-0
record. The inflated number
three national ranking was
burst in the N.C.A.A. playoffs
as North Carolina and Columbia crushed the Bonnies. The
Bonnies figure to suffer from
the loss of offensive standout
Bill BuUer (22.8) whose place
will be taken by 6' 3" soph Greg .
Gary from New York. The rest
of last year's unit remains intact centering around 6' 11" allAmerican Bob Lanier (26.2
points and 15.6 rebounds) whose
massive 270 lb. frame is almost
unstoppable on inside drives.
6' 5" John Hayes (13.4), and
guards Jim Satalin (11.9) and
Billy Kalbaugh (8.9) complete
the starting quintet. The Bonrues appear to have problems
in depth and scoring punch beyond Lanier's close range offense. A performance of the dimensions of last year's 7Q-69
loss could corral a Stag victory
over the Bonnies.
Manhattan
The Stags return home from
Olean and the Bonnies to tangle
with the Jaspers of Manhattan
on Feb. 12 at toe Arena where
the Stags were victors In the
1967-68 encounter by an 83-78
tally. Ken Norton who replaces
Jack Powers at the helm plans
to run more and employ a zone
press, to soften the blow felt by
the loss of three starters; Marty
Baietti (16.5), Bill Goodfellow
(15.0) and Al Orlando (10.9).
Sophomores Brian Mahoney
(25.4 as a frosh) and Matt Lynett (19.9), both 6' 3" will man
the guard spots, while 6' 7" junior all-Met selection John Marren (17.3) will be in the pivot.
Forwards
Grady
O'Malley
(10.6) and Doug Fitzgerald
(2.5), both 6'2" return to complete the lineup. Lack of bench
strength and inexperience at
guard· should make the Jaspers
vulnerable to the Stag press.
East Carollna
The Stags emerge from the
grueling six-game, two-week
heart of the schedule to swing
South and play the Pirates of
East Carolina, who fell victim
to the Stag two years ago. Since
then the Pirates have entered
the rough Southern Conference,
playing such powers as Davidson and West Virginia, losing
to the latter by three points in
the playoffs. East Carolina,
strong in league play, hopes to
improve upon lts overall 9-15
record. Flashy guard Earl
Thompson (16.8) will be helped
by sophs Jim Gregory, 6' 7"
(25.2 and 15 rebounds), and
Mike Dunn, 6' 4" (17.1) as well
as vets 6' 7" Jim Modlin (10.6),
6' 5" Rich Keir (7.8), and guard
Tom Miller (8.5). This squad is·
relatively inexperienced but
should offer the Stags a lot
more resistance than they did
in '66-67.
Assumption
On Feb. 18 the Stags journey
to Assumption College, Mass.,
to play their perennial small
college opponent, the Greyhounds. Larry Jones, a 6' 3"
veteran sophomore forward
from Neptune, New Jersey, is
their team leader, coming off
an impressive freshman year
on the varsity. The Stags should
improve upon their sloppy 74-61
win of last year.
Southern Connecticut
Still on the road, but back
in Connecticut, the Stags meet

Ticke ts are uow on sale in
the athleliic office for the st:
Joseph's College basketball
game at the Palostra.
Tickets are $2.50 and are on
sale daily from 1-4:80 p .m.

Southern Connecticut on Feb.
20. The Stags rolled to a 10872 romp a year ago, and figure
to win big again against the
small Owls who depend 11pon
the two man a ttack of 6' 3"
senior Bill Fiske (20.4) and
pivotman Frank Morgillo,. 6' 5"
from a 7-14 club.
St. Peter's
The Fairfield cagers will be
re-introduced to harsh reality at
Madison Square Garden where
they batUe the Peacocks of St.
Peter's on Feb. 22. The Stags
were dumped by Peter's 88-65
in last years third contest. This
game is dubbed a home game
but the Garden won't be much
more friendly than the Jersey
City Armory, since it has become the Peacocks' home-awayfrom-home after last year's
N.I.T. Some observers believe
that the Peacocks will be better, despite the loss of Harry
L aurie, Pete O'Dea, and Tom
MacMahon, than the 24-4 club
that ruled the Met Conference
(8-0). Elnardo Webster, a 6' 5"
leaper tallied 700 points, including a 51 point job versus Marshall in the N.I.T. He will combine with 6' 4" Ed Strong, a
junior college transfer from upstate New York, who ranked
as a junior college all-American, to form a potent one-two
punch. Others in the supporting
cast are Tom Schwester, 6' 6",
Charlie McAllister 6' 5", and
5' 9" veteran starter Bob Leckie. In addition to a bench that
is liberally spiced with returnees
are three soph candidates: Tony
Holm, Rick Rinaldi, and Jim
Degnan. If the Stags covet a
post season bid this will be the
game to impress the metropolitan tournament directors and,
therefore, there will be no room
for Garden jitters, for the Peacocks won't have them.
Providence
Following the return batUe
with U.B., the Stags head for
Providence, R.I., to challenge
the Friars. Joe Mullaney watched the Friars drop to 11-14 a
year ago, one of the 14 defeats
being a 74-61 beating inflicted
by Fairfield. Skip Hayes, academically ineligible, may be
ready for the contest since it
takes place in the second semester. The 5' 11" guard led
the team with a 15.6 mark.
The backcourt will be composed of sophs V,ic Collucci (22.1)
and Joe Ferro (17.5) up from
the yearlings. 6' 7" Ray Johnson, a soph who didn't play last
year, could capture the center
spot. Soph to watch is 6' 4" Jim
Larranaga (24.8) who has the
inside track on a forward job.
Andy Clary 6' 5" (6.7) and
Craig Callen, 6' 3", both holdovers are contending for the remaining forward post. Two in
a row for the Stags over the
Friars.
Niagara

People have suggested that
Calvin Murphy twirl a few batons during the game to slow
him down. Then he'd just be
another great ballplayer. But
as long as he confines that activity to War Memorial Stadium
on Sunday afternoons, he fig-
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SPORTS PERSONALITY
By JOSEPH VALERIO
Sports Editor

Frank Magaletta is the key
performer for the lo'airfield University basketball team. When
the burly, junior forward is
"on", he is a very good player.
When Frank is cold, which is
seldom, the Stag offense is at
minimum effectiveness. T h i s
year, "The Bear•·· is the only
returning starter in the Stag
attack which compiled a respectable 16-10 mark last season.
Magaletta is an alumnus of
Stepinac High School (New
York) where he averaged 28
points per game in his senior
year, thereby earning a position
on the All-City team and
basketball scholarships to several outstanding universities.
The 6'3", 205 pounder (he has
gained ten pounds since last
season) narrowed his offers
down to Cornell, Holy Cross,
and Fairfield. "I chose Fairfield," he explains, "because of
its campus and Mr. Bisacca,
who I think a lot of."
Hand

InJury

As a freshman, Frank poured
in 471 points for a 31.4 per
game average; the latter is a
school record. Last year, "Mag' 1
averaged 17.4 for the inconsistent Stag five. The Stags
started slowly last winter,
losing five of their first nine
games, but Magaletta had an
injured hand which forced him
to miss four early season contests. Once he fully recovered,
the Stags whipped 12 of their
remaining 17 opponents.
Acording to former Coach
G e or g e Bisacca, Fairfield's
greatest victory was their pulsating 87-82 conquest of highlyregarded St. Francis (Pa.). The
N.I.T. hopefuls from Loretto
were derailed by a rugged Stag
defense and, of paramount importance, Magaletta's seasonhigh 28 points.
"This year we will definitely
be better," Frank confidently
states in comparing the 1968-69
combine to Bisacoa's final team.
Rookie Coach James Lynam
hints at a better season, but he
is apprehensive of injuries and
unforseeable obstacles which
make for nightmarish campaigns. Hence, this year's club
will field five hustling ballplayers. "We'll press a lot and we

Sharpshooter
A mathematics major who
hopes to play professional basketball despite his slight build,
Frank enjoys listening to his
roommate's, Art Good, stereo.
The 6'7" front-liner Art Good,
relishes commenting on "the
famous man in our room." The
amiable giant flatly states, "He's
a beautiful guy. Broads always
send him cookies . . . I wish you

ures to remain one of the three
top players in the nation. Stag
fans were awe struck when
they saw the 5' 10" wonder
flash around the court for 52
points against La Salle in the
nightcap of the Palestra doubleheader that saw the Stags
humble the Villanova Wildcats
by a point. That preview made
Larry Cirina's effort assume
miracle proportions when hC!
outdueled the Purple Eagles'
soph 33-28 in man to man coverage, bringing the Stags a
highly contested 88-85 decision.
Neophyte coach, Frank Layden
can bank on· Murphy and his
38.2 average, but must shop
around for a big man to replace
6' 7" Manny Leaks. Soph Len
Caprisecca was ready to step
in when academic failure shelved the 6' 7" candidate. Steve
Schafer 6' 5" and 5' 10" Mike
Brown are juniors who started
as sophs and will help Murphy.

However, a height problem as
acute as this one seems to be,
could prevent Murphy from
making the Purple Eagles a big
winner. Look for Wayne Gibbons to draw Murphy and the
Stags to win more comfortably.
Canislos
The regular season ends at
home with game number 26
against the Golden Griffins on
March 3 at the Arena. Last
year's opening win (65-54)
should be duplicated in this
finale. The Griffins must rebound from a 7-17 mark on the
arms of T ony Masiello, a 6' 4"
forward (17.5), 6'5" center
Tom Pasternak (7.3) and 5' 10"
Roger Brown (11.2), returning
from the 1967-68 gang. A pair
of 6' 3" sophs, Tim Richardson
and Gene Roberson will join
them. Bob McKinnon's cagers
will be hurting in the rebound
department and will, be hard
pressed against the Stags.

Junior forward Frank Magaletta, the most rellable scorer of
the last campaign, makes a layup in the Stap' sloppy 66-58
victory over Bridgeport. The Purple Knights' ace, Gary Baum,
is at left.
(Photo by Jim Reme.)

have Ricky (Sanabria) and
Jimmy (Brown) to help us out,
so we should be improved,"
notes number 44.

could read some of the letters
they send him." Ricky Sanabria,
returning forward after a year's
absence
says, "Yea, that
Magaletta is a helluva shooter."
"Mag" is somewhat superstitious for he has a big hang-up
on number 44. In his room he
has the double four plastered
on the wall in addition to displaying road signs and other
data bearing the same message.
Current Captain James Brown
scored 39 markers against
Southern Connecticut in 1965
for the individual game school
scoring record. Perhaps someday Frank Magaletta will pour
in 44 points and fashion himself a place in the record book.

Campion 3
Continued from Page 16
threatened at the end of the
game but was stopped inside
the 15. Mike Dougherty led the
line for Campion 3 and forced
a bad toss which Dick Meele
and Dave Reeves smothered.
The victory was tarnished by
the loss of halfback Jim McManus who suffered an arm injury late in the game after he
had been a most effective safety
valve all day, catching several
look-in passes over the middle.
In the other contest, New
Dorm 1 upset Campion 4 as
Ken Lanifero passed to Tom
Gavigan for a 50 yard score
which enabled ND 1 tD overcome an earlier C 4 safety for
a 6-2 verdict.
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Stag Cagers Seek Cohesion

Basketball Team To Meet 26 Foes, 15 On The Road, As New Coach Replaces Bisacca
By BILL WARNKEN
Four years ago the Fairfield
Stags were confronted with a
major transition - the ascent
from the localized Tri-State
League to an independent big
time schedule on the national
level. Having conquered the
initial problems of obtaining
high calibre players and incorporating prominent cage powers into a still locally flavored
schedule, the Stags have emerged as a team to be reckoned
with, not only in the East, but
across the nation. This campaign confronts the Stags with
a unique transition, a more internal one - that of adjusting
to and playing under a new
coach. Mr. James Lynan has
taken the coaching reins from
Athletic Director George Bisacca, who established Faii"fteld
on the basketball map during
his ten-year tenure.
Coach Lynan must overcome
the loss of four starters who
worked together to form last
year's co-ordinated 16-10 unit.
Captain Bill Jones, Larry Cirina, Art Kenney, and Sol Crenshaw were lost via graduation.
However, the Stags are not faced with the traditional rebuilding year that often follows such
departures. The proble.m that
they must deal with is one of
cohesion, since the squad con-

tains top key holdovers a mixture of key returnees and two

seasoned veterans who have returned to school after a few
years' absence. The success of
this year's edition of the Stags
is largely dependent upon the
performances of Jimmy Brown
a.n d Rick Sanabria, who try to
regain the peak form that has
e.n deared them to Stag fans in
the past.
Brown Chosen Capta!n

The pivotal position of Brown
in Stag fortunes was underlined
by the vote of confidence given
him by his teammates, who recently elected "J. B." this year's
captain. Jim has earned the respect of Fairfield fans and players alike by his poised play in
the 1964-65 and 1965-66 seasons
in which he compiled a team
high 19 point scoring average,
highlighted by his record setting 39 point performance
against Southern Connecticut.
Lynam stresses- the fact that
Brown cannot be exactly the
same player that he was three
years ago. Jim, who spent two
years in the service, is bigger
and heavier, (at 6'4" and 215
lbs., roughly 45-50 pounds
heavier than his previous playing weight). While Jim may
have lost some of his original
finesse, Coach Lynam feels that
he can benefit from a new style

of play, employing the stronger
Brown as a swing man, cashing
in on his patented corner set
shot, and his ability to crash
the boards against taller opponents.
The Stag line-up revolves
around four solid starters: Jim
Brown, Rick Sanabria, Wayne
Gibbons, and Frank Magaletta,
the latter two returning from
last year's team. The fifth spot
apparently will be filled by
enther Mark Frazer or Sam
King, possibly depending upon
the size of the opposition. The
offense will feature more diversity than the sometimes monotonous patterns of last year,
due to the individual offensive
talents of the players. Coach
Lyman has instilled a fastbreaking offense and some patterned play which is designed
to free the shooter for perimeter
shots that were often lacking
In the past.
On defense the concentration
of speed will be focused on the
use of a press ; a thre~K~uarter
court press, a box press, and
a man to man press being featured. The object of all these
presses is to clog the middle
and force the opposition into
turnovers. The speed of the big
men in jamming the middle is
the key to any press. With the
quickness of Wayne Gibbons in

addition to Sammy King, Jim
Brown, and Frank Magaletta
being established, the success
of the press is contingent upon
the back-up work of Frazer
and Sanabria.
Gibbons Ia Key
The role of playmaker falls
squarely on the shoulders of
junior guard Wayne Gibbons,
who inherits that duty from Billy Jones. Coach Lynam considers Gibbons to be one of the
most improved players on the
squad. The six-foot Philadelphia
product has impressed with his
dribbling and passing in preseason practice. The ex-Central
High School star will also draw
top defensive assignments in
man-to-man play and lead the
pressing defense, · both these
duties accruing to him by virtue
of his unrivaled speed and quickness on the court, Gibbons figures to improve upon his 8.4
scoring average, as one facet of
the patterned offense is geared
to free him on baseline jumpers, one of his specialties, as
anyone who witnessed the pulsating Villanova game last year
can attest. Gibbons won the
contest with a buzzer jumper
from the right-baseline about
twenty feet away, the final being 63-62. His career-high was
registered in his varsity debut
at Canisius in which he scored

twenty points. Gibbons is the
key to establishing the cohesion
necessary for a successful season for Lynam's chargers. This
task is intensified by the fact
that the squad is not only under a rookie mentor, but depends on a starting unit that
has never played a game together.
Another k ey veteran returning this year is Frank Magaletta. "The Bear," who was
Fairfield's "Instant Offense" last
year, paced the team with a
17.4 mark. The 6' 3" Stepinac
gr aduate from New York was
the third leading rebounder,
corraling 8 per contest. "Bear"
led the team in accuracy with
a 44.4 field goal percentage.
The junior forward was at
his best in the biggest games,
hitting for 21 against Houston,
drawing accolades from Cougar
coach Guy Lewis, 20 against
Duquesne, and 21 in the Dayton game. Magaletta put on his
m o s t dazzling performance
against St. Francis in the Stag
gym, when he totaled 28 (including a 21 point first-half
outburst), to lead the Stags
to an 87-82 win. "Bear" was
just as menacing to the local
clubs, scoring 21 versus Rider,
25 against Southern Connecticut, and 26 against University
Continued on Page 18

Campion 3 Clinches Flag
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By BILL WARNKEN
With the pressure at a crescendo, New Dorm 2 forged its
way into a triple tie with Regis
4's "The Best" and Gonzaga 2
by defeating PKT 8-0. The
three all ended up with 6-1-2
marks necessitating a playoff.
Jack Mason turned a Chuck
DeAngelis aerial into a 20-yard
score whlle the rush of Charlie
Fraraccio, Fred Basillco, and
C a r 1 DeLucia registered a
safety. The playoff will start
with R-4 playing G 2 as ND 2
drew a bye and will play the
winner. The winner of that sec-

ond tilt then joins first place
Fairfield Beach (7-1-1) to represent the A Leai\le in interleague playoffs.
Dunn's Day

The B League race was resolved far more easily as DSP
and Campion 3 each won, dashing any lingering playoff hopes
for Camp1on 4. DSP routed
Loyola 3, 25-0, to claim second
place (7-0-2). Chuck Dombeck
and Larry Dunn combined for
four 'I'D's, all inside the 20.
Dunn tossed in two interceptions
as he found time to hustle on
defense as well. Add to that his

nifty 70 yard kickoff return and
one has the best indiviclual performance of the season. Art
Schmidlein led the line play
blocking several passes and a
quick kick attempt that resulted
in the first score.
Campion 3 clinched the 1lag
(8-0-1) , defeating New Donn 1,
6-0, scoring on a second-half
pass from Doc Dougherty to
Dan Ullman for 60 yards. For
Dougherty it was his ninth TD
pass in as many games, topped
only by Dombeck's intramural
leading 12 TD passes. ND 1
OonUnuecl on Page 15

Stag Skaters Down UB And Queens
b)' J , F. MO MANVS

The Fairfteld University, Hockey
Club, under the direction of Dr. John
McCarthy, continued its winning ways
last week with two victories at Glenwood Park in Bridgeport. On November
19, the Fairfield Icemen gained revenge
over the University of Bridgeport for
last year's pasting, defeating the Purple
Knights 10-2. The Stags then faced
Queens CoUege on Friday, November 22,
and staged a final period rally tor a
6-4 win.
Fairfield's freshman center, Ted Sybertz paced the attack against U.B. with
four goals, while sophomore Tony Ducomb scored three. Last year the big,
bruising Bridgeport Club literally pushed
the Stap all over the lee, punishing the

smaller Fairfield team and keeping them
off balance.
This year was different, as the Puck-it
boys skated rings around their larger
opponents. Also scoring for Fairtl.eld in
the non-league contest were Tim Hill,
Jim Monahan, and Dave Fulton, who
collected his first tally of the season.
Undefeated Queens Falls
On Nov. 22, the undefeated Queens
Knights of the eastern conference
journeyed to Bridgeport. Fairfield, the
western conference leader of the Metropolitan Intercollegiate Hockey League,
was without its star goalie, Steve Daur,
who was sidelined with the flu. In his
place was freshman Jean-Guy La1lamme.
Fairfield scored first, as Captain Tony
Hartigan, on a brilliant second effort.
scored from in close at 4:09 of the first

period. The gap was closed four minutes
later as Queens center Gerry Dubin
scored his first goal of the game.
Jim Monahan, freshman wing, scored
his 15th of the ye.a r assisted by Dave
Fulton at 10:30. Then Gerry Dubin, a
tireless skater and a fine man on the
face-off, scored twice within six seconds,
at 13:16 and 13:22, leaving the Stags
behind 3-2 after the first stanza.
It was Dubin again at 1:46 of the
second period, giving Queens a two-goal
lead. At this point, Fairfield's defense
and goalie seemed to be unable to halt
the high-scoring Knights. Tony Ducomb
tallied at 2 :55 pf the period, and then
the Stag defense came to life.
Goalie Laflamme made a spectacular
block of a breakaway attempt, and
kicked out two rebound shots after that

initial step. Tim Hill and Tony Hartigan,
the big Fairfield backllners, began to
throw their weight around and to contain the Queens attack. The score stood
at 4-3 after the second period.
Monahan Tallre8
At 4:16 of the third p~od•. Teddy
Sybertz took a pass in front of the
Queens cage and slipped it by to knot
the score. Jimmy Monahan tallied the
winner goal at 10:03 for his third "hattrick" of the season. The improvement
of Fairfield's defense was evidenced by
the shots-on-goal in the final stanza, as
the Stags took 19 to Queens' three.
This Friday, December 6, the Hockey
Club faces Adelphi at Glenwood Park.
The Stags now lead their division with
tour wins and only one loss, with a 5-l
record overall.

